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1. Summary 
 
This application concerns the Pwll Broga roundhouse at Trecnwc. We are the residents of Pwll Broga. 

We are Charlie Hague, Megan Williams and baby Eli, and are part of an extended family living at 

Trecnwc. Charlie’s parents, Shaun Hague and Kate Sherringer, are the freeholders of Trecnwc and live 

in the farmhouse along with other family members. For over two decades the farm has been worked 

and managed by our extended family and has long been inspired by the self-sufficiency model as 

extolled by John Seymour. The arrival of baby Eli spurred us to aspire towards a greater degree of 

autonomy and independence. Inspired by the ‘natural building’ movement, we chose to build 

ourselves an eco-dwelling on the farm, to develop land-based business ideas and to explore what it is 

to live a sustainable lifestyle. This path has not been an easy choice, and the creation of a sustainable 

infrastructure base for our family has involved a huge amount of work. Nonetheless we are 

compelled to play our part in contributing to sustainable future, re-defining the human relationship 

with our land-base and doing our level best to achieve this in such a way that will create a positive 

ripple effect in our society. 

 

This management plan describes our achievements, intentions and plans for the Pwll Broga holding, 

and has been designed to provide a framework against which our sustainable lifestyle choices can be 

suitably assessed. It adopts the format as suggested in the One Planet Development Practice 

Guidance (TAN6, Oct 2012).  

 

This management plan describes the holding’s topography, ecology and context. It provides a 

comprehensive breakdown of our consumption patterns, and describes how we grow/ produce more 

than 50% of our own food from the land. It details how we meet our minimum income requirements 

from land-based enterprises and how we see these developing over time. We explain and evidence 

how we meet our water, energy and waste needs in accordance with the planning policy guidance, 

and explore our impact on the local and wider community. We demonstrate that we have an 

ecological footprint of less than one planet. 

 

 

Appendices 

 

• Ecology Survey 

• Farm Tenancy Agreement 

• Notices for Farm Tenancy Agreement 

• Soil Analysis 

• Water Consumption figures (updated) 

• LANDMAP Reports 

• 2014 EFA Calculator (updated) 

• Charlie’s woodworking figures (updated) 

• Petition in support of application 

• Letters of support 

 

Associated documentation: 

 
• Planning application forms 

• Design & Access Statement 
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• Sustainability Statement  

• Code for Sustainable Homes Pre - Assessment  

• Code for Sustainable Homes Materials Assessment (updated) 

• SAP 2009 report 

• Visual Impact Statement. (updated) 

• Plans: 

- Location plan (updated) 

- Block plan 1:500 (updated) 

- Location Plan 1:5000 (updated) 

- Landscaping plan 1:1250 (updated) 

- Floor plan 1:75 

- Elevations 1:100 (2 pages) 

- Sections and 1:200 and 1:500 

- Site Levels 1:500 

- Lean to plans and elevations  

- Compost toilet plans and elevations (new) 
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2. Baseline 
 

The site is located in a valley carved by the Gafel River into the Southern slopes of the Preseli Hills in 

North Pembrokeshire. The valley runs through a hollow ringed by several peaks, each about a mile 

distant –Gwarllwyn wood and Groesffordd to the West, near Pant-y-bigni to the North and 

Ffynnonau Dyfnant a little over a mile to the South-East. The village of Glandŵr is just under half a 

mile to the South. The Lammas eco-village is located on higher ground in adjoining fields to the East. 

Dense woodland fills much of the valley and forms a screen along the Western boundary of the land 

while other boundaries are delineated by thick, well-established hedgerows. 

 

There are no conservation areas, registered historic parks or gardens within five miles of the site. The 

nearest listed buildings are at Pont-y-Gafel (Grade II; 350 metres SSE), Nant Saeson (Grade II, 830 

metres North-West), Rhyd-coed-bach (Grade II; 850 metres to the South) and Glandwr Chapel (Grade 

II; 1 kilometre to the South) where there is also an early mediaeval ogham-inscribed stone. Remains 

of an ancient settlement lie 1500 metres to the SSW.  

 

The holding at Trecnwc is formed by several fields, generally sloping down from North to South and 

East to West. It consists of approximately 6 hectares of mixed woodland and pasture. As a result of 

being sited in the lower part of a shallow valley the land benefits from an abundance of rising 

groundwater which is channelled into streams and ponds. The Pwll Broga holding forms part of the 

Trecnwc estate, and consists of 2.33 hectares of dedicated land (outlined in red below), and 0.3 

hectares of shared land (outlined in blue below).  

 

 
 

The relationship between Pwll Broga and Trecnwc has been formalised in a leasehold agreement, 

which accompanies this management plan as an appendix.  

 

Construction of the Pwll Broga roundhouse commenced in March 2011 and the dwelling was 

occupied from July 2012. We run our land and income accounts in parallel with the calendar year and 

have adopted a corresponding timeframe rhythm in this management plan. We are taking 2012 to be 
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our ‘year 1’ with 2014 being our ‘year 3’ and 2016 being our ‘year 5’. The practice guidance1 requires 

that the productivity criteria are fulfilled within 5 years and this management plan demonstrates that 

we are already fulfilling these in year 3. 

 

Further baseline data is provided throughout this management plan and its appendices. 

                                                 
1 Practice Guidance, One Planet Development, TAN 6, Planning for Sustainable Rural Communites, October 2012. 
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LANDMAP Themes 
 

Full LANDMAP reports are included in the Appendices. They are summarised below with a 

commentary: 

 

The holding spans two LANDMAP areas for Visual and Sensory Landscape: 

 

Visual and Sensory Landscape (Pwll Broga): 

 
A large Aspect Area which forms the contextual setting for the Preseli Hills. It is characterised by an upland area 
of rolling farmland with occasional wooded valleys and areas of grazing, having a moorland ''feel'' on more 
exposed hill tops. Whilst the topography varies the landscape has a similar characteristic throughout. Open 
borrowed views of the Preseli Hills to the west and further borrowed views northwards to the coast add to the 
sense of place within the Aspect Area. 

 

Visual and Sensory Landscape (Coedwig and Maes Gwaelod): 

 
The Afon Gafel is s a small enclosed valley set within a surrounding upland area. The valley is characterised by a 
predominantly dense wooded vegetation cover with typically broadleaf trees throughout. The low proportion of 
development within the valley enhances the strong woodland sense of place of this Aspect Area. 
 

A detailed consideration of visual impact of the development is provided in the Visual Impact 

Assessment. It concludes: 

 

‘Overall the dwelling has a limited impact on the landscape of the area with low levels of visual 

intrusion into public and private views. The building is relatively well screened and the use of 

natural materials blends the dwelling into the surrounding landscape.’ 
 

…………………………………………………… 

 

The holding spans two LANDMAP areas for Geological Landscape: 

 

Geological Landscape (Pwll Broga) 

 
Ordovician bedrock massif to the E of the Preseli Mountains and bounded to the E by the valley of the Afon Taff... 
... Includes a lower dissected platform up to c...220m in the E with a central knoll rising to over 260m... In the W 
area rises slightly towards the escarpment of Foel Dyrch... 

 

Geological Landscape (Coedwig and Maes Gwaelod): 

 
Valley system with relatively broad, level to gently sloping base, probably with varied drift fill including alluvium 
and glacial deposits (Quaternary: Pleistocene-Holocene). Includes prominent N-S section connecting to Afon Taff 
valley at Glandyr. 

 

Further information is provided in the Soil Analysis. Soil samples were taken in a W formation across 

the Pwll Broga field ‘Top’, and the Maes Gwaelod field ‘Bottom’. Both samples suggested a deficiency 

in Calcium, which we intend to remedy using a crushed limestone dressing, using the guideline rates 

indicated in the Analysis. 

 
 

…………………………………………………… 

 

Landscape Habitat 
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An area of predominately improved grassland comprising a number of fields with associated field boundaries. 
Also present is some arable farming, small areas of woodland/scrub and scattered buildings.  

 

 

The Pwll Broga holding occupies a space in between the Cwm Cedni2 valley and the Lammas 

ecovillage. The Cwm Cedni valley is mostly wooded and scrub land intersected by the Gafel stream 

running from the Preseli foothills south towards the lowlands. There was once a time when the valley 

would have been teeming with deer, boar and salmon and whilst much of the ecology has been 

degraded in recent generations (through overhunting, overfishing and overgrazing) there is still a 

varied ecology present in the valley, which includes otters, trout and woodcock.  

 

The presence of the Lammas ecovillage has had a significant effect on the local ecology – removing 

sheep from a large part of the wooded valley and transforming the sheep pasture which adjoins the 

Cwm Cedni valley into a range of transitional ecologies - resulting in a marked and noticeable 

increase in wildlife (most notably birdlife).  

 

Our choice to live and manage the land at Pwll Broga (creating a mosaic of habitats and ecologies) is 

undoubtedly contributing to the ecological phenomena of a bioregion returning to a state of healthy 

abundance.  

 

Further information is provided in the Ecology Survey. 
 

…………………………………………………… 

 

 

Cultural Landscape:  
 

Crymych is one of the larger communities in Pembrokeshire. A number of small villages are found within its 
boundaries, including the rural settlements of Pontyglasier, Pentregalar and Glandwr, the former industrial 
communities of Hermon, Glog, and Llanfyrnach and also the largest village, Crymych (Menter Preseli, Historic 
Assets Survey, 1997). Crymych has become a focus of Welsh language cultural activity during 20th Century, and 
the area''s strong Welsh cultural heritage has led to the recent opening of Theatr-y-Gromlech. 

 

Megan is completely fluent in Welsh, and Charlie is a Welsh speaker. We are both intrinsically woven 

into the fabric of our local communities. For more information refer to ‘Community Impact 

Assessment’ chapter. 
 

…………………………………………………… 

 

Historic Landscape:  

 
Trelech is an extremely large aspect area of hamlets and dispersed farms (240.40 sq km), lying mainly in 
Carmarthenshire but partly extending into Pembrokeshire at its west end. It is essentially a plateau, of an upland 
nature in parts - particularly towards the north - and bisected by numerous rivers and watercourses. It is 
characterised by regular and irregular fields, small to large in size, becoming larger on higher ground to the 
north. There is very little woodland on the exposed plateau itself, but many of the numerous incised valleys are 
wooded. Settlement is mainly dispersed, but there are a few small nucleations. All farm types and all housing 
types are represented, including gentry houses. A number of modern roads, including main roads, cross the 
area. There are a very large number of archaeological sites, from all periods, including some churches with 
medieval origins, and 19th century chapels, including listed Buildings. Scheduled Ancient Monuments comprise 
neolithic chambered tombs, bronze age round barrows, standing stones and stone pairs, iron age defended sites, 
Early Christian Monument, mottes and other earthwork castles, and medieval chapels and chapel sites. Summary 

of the most significant archaeological elements: iron age forts, small industrial sites, standing post-medieval 
buildings including churches, chapels and mills. 

                                                 
2 Translated from Welsh to English as ‘Valley of the foxes’ 
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The Trecnwc holding is listed on early maps (late 19th century). It is typical of the multiple 

smallholdings scattered across the region that occur both in isolation as well as in clusters. The Pwll 

Broga smallholding represents a natural evolution – the emergence of an independent smallholding – 

something that would have been typical in years gone by. 

 

In many ways the Pwll Broga holding follows in the age-old tradition of small-scale farming – in 

keeping with the way in which the local landscape has been shaped over the millennia. It does 

however depart from the modern convention of monoculture farming for profit, returning to a more 

subsistence-based lifestyle as practiced by our ancestors for millennia. As such its influence on the 

landscape reinforces the land-use patterns common to the area as a result of generations of 

smallholders working the land at a human scale.  
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3. Strategy 

 
The intention is to create and maintain the necessary infrastructure to enable our Pwll Broga 

household to live a low-impact lifestyle as part of a wider community effort to create a resilient land-

based economy that has the potential to become independent of fossil-fuel inputs. This task centres 

on the creation of a mosaic of diverse and abundant ecosystems. Central to this premise is the ability 

of human beings to live within a natural landscape in way in which they are of net environmental 

benefit. Indeed the development aspires to be of environmental, social and economic benefit, 

though this must be considered within the context of a culture mired in an economic, social and 

environmental crisis. We believe we have a valid role to play in assisting our society to transition 

from a culture of fossil fuel dependence and disposable consumerism to a low-impact, low-carbon, 

resilient community based society.  

 

Towards this end we have designed the holding to maximise on the various potentials of the 

different ecologies and habitats across the site, taking into account the various aspects, resources 

and potentials that each part of the site offers. 

 

We have an unrivalled familiarity with the land as a result of Charlie having spent his entire childhood 

here. As a result we are very familiar with the many and varied patterns of the land, hydrology and 

climate that evolve through the seasons and over time. We have observed the benefits and pitfalls 

arising from different land management approaches adopted by various different neighbours over 

time. We are familiar with the changing patterns of shade on the land, with the way in which the 

wind passes over our land, with the frost pockets and the suntraps. It is from this basis that we have 

designed our holding.  

 

 

Principles 

 

The dwellinghouse has been tucked into a sheltered and sunny glade in the hollow of the valley such 

that it is completely screened from both the prevailing wind and weather whilst minimising any visual 

impact in the wider landscape.  

 

The pond is sited directly to the south of the house to magnify the positive solar gain from the micro-

climate; reflecting the suns heat and light into the house.  

 

The poultry are kept close to the house to minimise the regular trips to care for them, to enable us to 

keep an eye on their behaviour patterns and egg-laying habits, and to minimise the risk from 

predators. 

 

The fruit and vegetable growing areas have all been chosen for their beneficial aspects and good soil 

depth and health.  

 

New plant woodland has been located in positions that will contribute to the development of 

beneficial domestic and horticultural micro-climates. 

 

Existing habitats and ecologies have been incorporated and integrated into the design and 

management of the holding. 
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The Site is divided up into the following areas: 

 

• Roundhouse, access track, pond and curtilage:  1706 m2 / 0.42 acres / 0.17 hectares 

 

An area nestled into the valley, previously improved pasture, now the site of the 

dwellinghouse and pond. 

• Maes Gwaelod: 13425 m2 / 3.3 acres / 1.34 hectares 

A field, bordered by the Gafel stream to the west, and established hedgerows to the north and 

south. The field contains an area of established coniferous woodland (3339 m2 / 0.83 acres / 

0.33 hectares) and was previously used for mixed horticulture. The intention is to create a mix 

of habitats that support the household and the land-based businesses, whilst enhancing the 

environmental qualities of the landbase. 

• Vegetable garden: 2984 m2 / 0.7 acres / 0.3 hectares 

An established vegetable and fruit garden, sloping to the south and benefitting from a 

sheltered position within the valley. 

• Field South & East of Pwll Broga: 6106 m2 / 1.5 acres / 0.61 hectares 

An area of improved pasture sloping gently to the north. The intention is to plant an area with 

new plant woodland (increasing the biomass potential of the site along with its habitat value), 

and an orchard area. An area will be retained as pasture for a small herd of goats and grazing 

for chickens. 

• Coedwig: 2051 m2 / 0.5 acres / 0.21 hectares 
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A strip of semi-mature mixed woodland on a steep west-facing slope, intended for continuous 

cover woodland management. 

The holding is managed and run by us; Charlie and Megan, with a flexible division of tasks that 

revolves around our family’s needs, resources and abilities. The various elements of the holding will 

continue to be monitored and appraised so that we can continually improve the behaviour patterns 

and management techniques that shape the ecology and landscape around us. In so doing we will be 

seeking an ongoing holistic appraisal of our operations that includes consideration of the productivity 

of the area/ project in relation to the labour and resource inputs required to maintain it – including 

the incidental benefits/ challenges arising from the enterprise and its respective role in the context of 

our lifestyles/ the holding/ the ecology etc. We regularly review the various aspects of our holding 

from the following perspectives (and we include reference to our poultry scene as an example):  

o Labour inputs required to maintain the enterprise - and how these fit in with our household 

rhythms, including both the regular tasks (letting the poultry out in the morning, feeding 

them, collecting eggs, etc) and the incidental activities (building the poultry houses, recycling 

and storing egg boxes, ensuring the poultry grain is stored in a dry and rodent free space, etc) 

o Direct outputs from the enterprise (eggs, meat and income in this example) 

o Well being of the object/ project (poultry health includes understanding and ensuring their 

incidental needs are met – for example Calcium either from forage or from supplement, 

predator protection, parasite control, etc) 

o Well being of the context/environment (including soil health, soil compaction) 

o Other resource inputs (required by the poultry for example - clean water) 

o Other resource outputs (for example - the collection and use of the poultry litter in an 

efficient and effective way) 

The activity of reflection and assessment described above is in truth one part of an ever-evolving 

process of design and refinement. We have made considerable progress towards a sustainable 

infrastructure here at Pwll Broga and we consider ourselves to be still in the set-up phase. We can 

see the potential for us to take it much further – though each step needs careful consideration for 

there are time, energy and resource implications for every decision we make about the land and its 

management. Every season and every project brings with it experience and learning.  

The intention is to create a fully operational, exemplar one-planet-development, with all the 

necessary infrastructure in place to support land-based lifestyles. We do not see this as a fixed goal – 

and the fact that we have already met the productivity criteria for OPD is an indication of this – 

rather we see this path as an exploratory journey of the human relationship to the land base, in 

which the OPD criteria offer a constructive threshold to enable an independent perspective to define 

and understand how one-planet living might manifest. 
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4. Business and Improvement Plan: Land based activity 

 

 

Objectives - Food  
 

Currently we are a family of three and we produce a good proportion of our own food on the 

holding, purchasing the remainder of our food locally.  We will continue to produce as much of our 

own food as we can from the land.  

 

Components - Food 
 

The vegetable gardens are worked and managed by all members of the extended family. The 

vegetable garden area is approximately 2984m2. We provide approximately half the labour (and 

other inputs) and benefit from just under half of the produce grown. We have been gradually 

building soil health and extending the growing area over the years and are committed to the 

principles of self-sufficiency. Charlie’s dad, Shaun is very experienced in growing food and acts as a 

mentor in this regard. 

 

This is an estimation of what the Trecnwc vegetable garden and small polytunnel produced in 2012: 

15 sacks of potatoes 

75kg onions 

30kg leeks 

15kg garlic 

50kg parsnips 

30kg swedes 

10kg beans 

5kg peppers 

15kg courgettes 

5kg carrots 

3kg beetroot 

4kg red cabbage 

15kg raspberries 

15kg strawberries 

4kg rhubarb 

7kg plums 

14kg salad leaves and herbs 

 

The 2013/14 production figures were broadly similar. In 2014 approximately 40% of this produce was 

grown and consumed by the Pwll Broga household3, with the remainder being grown and consumed 

by the Trecnwc household.  

 

Poultry 

 

Guinea fowl – We have 6 guinea fowl (2 males and 4 females) – these are being kept for eggs and for 

meat production along with their clearing and manure production capabilities. They lay 

approximately 240 eggs a year. 

                                                 
3 This varies somewhat from vegetable to vegetable, and fruit to fruit.  
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Hens – We have 3 hens and a cockerel – much like the guinea fowl the males will be eaten and the 

hens are clearing the ground and producing manure and eggs for us. The hens lay approximately 450 

eggs a year 

Bantams – We also have 2 buff pimfrock bantams and 3 pekin bantams – they are to be used 

amongst the herb and flowerbeds for clearing but not destroying and eating all the plants.  They will 

also produce eggs and are fantastic with the children; which makes it a pleasure to pass on animal 

husbandry skills to them for future use. They produce approximately 600 small eggs a year. 

 

   
 

We spend approximately £160 a year on poultry feed. We harvest approximately 1290 eggs/year and 

raise approximately 12 birds for the table each year. As a household we consume around 12 eggs a 

week (624 a year), and we sell the remainder to extended family for £3/dozen4, which enables us to 

cover their feed costs.   

 

Trecnwc also look after khaki campbell ducks (and an indian runner drake) who live by the vegetable 

patch and have access to the ponds – they patrol the vegetables and are fed later in the day to get 

them back in their pen before dark. Their primary purpose is to control pests in the garden.  

 

 

Progress in 2014: 

 

Maes Gwaelod 

We have borrowed two kune kune pigs. The bottom poly tunnel has been cleared by the pigs and is 

covered in mulch matting.  The pigs have cleared adjoining land; which will be planted up with 

potatoes in late March in order to clear the ground. 

The pigs have also cleared the allotted soft fruit area, which is in the process of being planted up with 

over 50 blackcurrant, jostaberry, and gooseberry bushes. The existing whitecurrant patch is being 

mulched and a nursery bed of cuttings is adjacent.  The existing raspberry ‘army’ will be thinned and 

suckers replanted.   

 

                                                 
4 55.5 boxes a year bringing in £166.50 
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Maes Pwll Broga 

Fruit trees have been and are still in the process of being planted in the allotted orchard area – 

including more Grenadier, Pig Aderyn apple trees and Brenhines yr Wyddfa pear trees.  There are 

plum, damson and gage trees on order to arrive late January to be planted in.   

We are in the process of planting mulberry, pine nuts trees, ash, small and large leaved lime, Italian 

alder, elder, birch, beech, copper beech amongst others in the Pwll Broga field. 

 

   
 

Fish 

We are in the process of registering the paperwork to enable us to stock our ponds. Natural 

Resources Wales (NRW) have introduced new policy (from 2015) saying only sterile brown trout can 

be introduced to waterways. As a result there has been a delay in their availability5. We are hoping to 

stock the ponds in 2015.   

 

 

Future plans: 

 

• In 2015 we will return the borrowed pigs, and replace them with our own pigs. These will be 

used primarily as an aid to rotivating and manuring areas of land for future cultivation, but 

also to harvest their meat as a by-product. 

                                                 
5 http://www.llyn-y-fan.com/suppliers_of_brown_trout;;_brow.html 
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• In 2016 we are planning to have installed the necessary infrastructure to keep a small herd of 

milking goats. The management of these (along with inputs and outputs) will be shared with 

Trecnwc and will contribute to our dairy needs.   
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• Current and Projected Food Spend patterns. 

The following table provides a breakdown of our current food consumption patterns and projects 

these into the future.  

 

Table 1 – household food productivity 

Household spend Year 3 (2014) Year 5 (2016) projection 

 Spend £ 
Home 

produced £ 
Spend £ 

Home 

produced £ 

Meat and meat products 56 0 1406 2807 

Poultry Meat and poultry 

meat products 
0 2168 0 216 

Fish 09 0 0 4010 

Fruit and vegetables 41611 1300 26012 1490 

Oils and fats 25 0 25 0 

Dairy 378 0 19413 44614 

Grain mill products 22615 0 226 0 

Bread, biscuits and cakes 32 0 32 0 

Cocoa and confectionary 40 0 40 0 

Other (inc preserves) 6416 24017 64 240 

Non alcoholic beverages 72 0 72 0 

Alcoholic beverages 10418 20819 104 208 

Eating Out 100 0 50 0 

Totals 1513 1964 1207 2920 

Total food consumed 3477 4127 

                                                 
6 Pigs: feed costs £120, £20 misc 
7 One pig 
8 624 eggs/year (@ £3/doz) + 12 table birds/ year (@£5 ea). 
9 We haven't bought any fish this year – just eaten what Charlie has caught while out on the kayak off the coast. Because 

this is not technically from the land the value of the fish is not counted towards home-produce. 
10 Brown trout from our ponds 
11 Averaging at £6.50 a week on fruit and mushrooms, plus veg growing costs: £32 pa on seed, £4 pa on string, £22 

compost, £10 lime, £10 misc 
12 Averaging £3.50 a week on fruit and mushrooms, plus veg growing costs 
13 Calculated at 5 packs butter/ month (£102), plus Goats: feed costs - £72 concentrate, £20 misc. 
14 Calculated at 1 litre (average) unpasteurised goats milk/ day @ £0.95/ litre plus cheese. 
15 We make bread every week with bulk buy flour – hence the high spend on grain products and low spend on bread/ 

cakes.  
16 Including sugars, salt and vinegars for preserving 
17 In 2014 we made lots of preserves: Jams - raspberry and white currant - 12 jars, blackberry and apple - 20 jars, 

hedgerow jelly - 8 jars. Chutneys/pickles - pumpkin chutney - 14 jars, green tomato chutney - 9 jars, beetroot chutney - 11 

jars, pickled beetroot - 4 big kilner jars, pickled runner and french beans - 10 big jars, pickled cucumbers - 4 big kilner jars.  
18 Predominantly brewing additives/ ingredients (valued at £2 small jar, £4 big jar) 
19 Alcoholic beverages – Charlie has been brewing blackberry wine, raspberry wine and hedgerow wine (haws, white 

currants, blackberries, sloes) - all in all around 52 bottles (valued at £4/ bottle). 
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In 2014 we met 56.5% of our food needs directly from the farm. The majority of this derived from 

vegetables grown on the land. 

 

In 2016 we expect to derive 71% of our food directly from the land. 

 

 

Land Based Activity Criteria – Food 

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) The minimum food needs of all households are met from produce grown and /or reared on 

the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown and reared on the 

site. 

o Our minimum food needs (65% of our household food spend £3477 = £2260) are met from 

a combination of produce from the site- fruit and veg, eggs and poultry meat, preserves 

and wine (with a total value of £1964) with the remainder (£296) being purchased using 

income from our land-based enterprises20. 

 

 

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Food 

 
Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

 

Target: That the minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all occupants are met from produce 

grown and reared on the site or purchased using income derived from other products grown 

and reared on the site. 

Indicators: Annual reporting of food production consumed by household. 

Annual reporting of spend on other food. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will provide an updated table 1, detailing the food we 

produce from the land and the food we purchase. 

 

 

23 

                                                 
20 See table 2 
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Objectives - Income 
 

We have plans to develop two businesses, which would provide for our minimum income 

requirements. One of these – Charlie’s woodcraft - is already well established. We will establish the 

other – fruit desserts – in 2015. We will continue to meet our minimum household income needs 

from land-based activity. 
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Components - Income 
 

As defined by the One Planet Development Policy (Practice Guidance point 3.27), our minimum 

income needs are specified in the table below: 

 

Table 2 - Minimum Income Requirements: 

 

  

Please note that for reasons of simplicity inflation has not been factored into the accounting figures – both in terms of 

household need as well as business income/ evaluating land-based produce. 

Household needs 
2014 

Current £ 
Notes 

2016 

Projected £ 

Telecoms 
Telephone/ internet/ 

communications 
508 

£28/ year telephone/ telefax equipment. 

£480/ year landline/ internet and mobile 

phones 

508 

Clothing Clothes/ footwear 88 

We generally buy clothes for Eli from 

charity shops but most stuff has been 

handed down from cousins or bought as 

presents.  Equally most clothes for 

Megan or Charlie have been given as 

presents, or bigger things such as 

chainsaw boots and trousers were a 

clubbed together birthday present for 

Charlie so that is why very little is spent 

on clothes/footwear. 

120 

Food 

Food spend (up to 

65% of total food 

consumed) 

296 

In 2014, 65% of food = £2260 of which 

£1964 was grown. 

In 2016, 65% of food = £2683, all of 

which was grown 

0 

Travel spend 

Purchase  and 

maintenance of 

vehicles/ other travel 

costs 

793 

Domestic proportion of car costs:  

2014 (see table 8) Purchase 170, 

Maintenance/ services 253, tax and 

insurance 370 

2016 (see table 9) Purchase 168, 

Maintenance/ services 249, tax and 

insurance 365 

782 

 Vehicle fuel costs 614 

Domestic travel only. Travel costs related 

to land-based business activity are 

accounted for in the business plan 

section 

778 

 Train fares 93.40 Currently we do not have to pay for Eli 114 

Tax Council tax costs 726  726 

 

MINIMUM INCOME 

REQUIREMENT 

(£/annum) 

3118.4  3028 
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Business Plan – Pwll Broga 

 
The plans that we have been developing fall into two income streams: 

 

Fruit Desserts 

 

 
 

Megan’s mum runs a vegetarian food takeaway in Newport (Cegin Dan-Y-Mynydd. Phone number: 

01239 821 129 Newport, Pembs, SA42 0PU) and is keen for us to supply soft fruit desserts for the 

(currently expanding) business. These would be made from soft fruit produced on the holding and 

would be produced at the Lammas Community Hub kitchen. 

 

Fruit pies  

 

One 9 inch fruit pie will serve up to four people and will sell for £5.  The costs (per pie) include flour - 

12p, butter - 30p, sugar - 5p, with the fruit grown on site.  Additional costs would be the foil 

container and compostable PLA bag to put the pie in, a combined cost of 8p.  The PLA bag is 

necessary to protect the pie when in the freezer and a foil container is necessary for reheating. I plan 

to sell 3 pies a week; 156 pies a year21. 

 

Fruit crumbles 

 

One crumble would serve two people and will sell for £4.50.  The costs (per crumble) include flour - 

8p, butter - 25p, sugar - 5p, oats - 5p, with the fruit grown on site.  Additional cost would be a foil 

container and lid, a combined cost of 7p. I plan to sell 6 crumbles a week; 312 crumbles a year22. 

 

The use of Cegin Dan y Mynydd as a commission free outlet will be in exchange for Megan selling 

both savoury and sweet produce at Newport market fortnightly. Transporting (other than the 

fortnightly market stall events) will be tied in with child care visits.  

 

Indirect costs: 

 

Once a month hire of Lammas Community Hub kitchen: £15pcm (£180pa) 

                                                 
21 Selling for £780 with direct costs of £85.80 
22 Selling for £1404 with direct costs of £156 
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Once a fortnight stall – Newport Market: £15 per fortnight (costs shared with Cegin Dan y Mynydd) 

(£180pa) 

Other stall costs (packaging etc): £15pcm (costs shared with Cegin Dan y Mynydd) (£90pa) 

Stall Insurance: £56pa (costs shared with Cegin Dan y Mynydd) (£28pa) 

Transport fuel costs: £19.20pcm (£230.04pa) (768 miles/year @ 30p/mile)23 

Equipment depreciation/ misc: £50pa 

 

I expect to sell 6 crumbles and 3 pies a week, turning over £2184 pa. Direct costs amount to £241.80. 

Indirect costs amount to £783.10 per year.  

 

Thus I expect to realize a profit of £1159.10 per year. 

 

 

All the fruit for the pies and crumble will be grown on the holding.  This will include raspberries 

(summer and autumn varieties), strawberries, gooseberries, blueberries, blackcurrants, white and 

red currants, cranberries and rhubarb.   

 

We anticipate needing to grow 3.15kg of soft fruit per week for this business, 164kg per year, 

requiring an area of 200 square meters24. We are planning on planting 1300m2 soft fruit in Maes 

Gwaelod field dedicated to this enterprise. Excess fruit will be shared with Trecnwc. 

 

The growing season and use of fresh fruit in the product will be extended, through the use of both 

summer and autumn varieties of raspberry, also through forcing rhubarb to have a harvest 

earlier in the year and growing strawberries in the poly tunnel at Maes y Gwaelod (once up and 

running). A new freezer situated in the workshop will be used to preserve fruit for using out of 

season.   

 

We anticipate that from summer 2016 we will be producing well in excess of 164kg fruit, enabling the 

business to establish quickly. From 2016 onwards we expect this enterprise will be fully operational. 

 

…… 

 

We have also been discussing selling our fruit desserts through ‘Bwd y Byd’ in Crymych, and will 

explore this option in more detail when we move into production.  

                                                 
23 See chapter 10 
24 Farm Management Pocketbook, John Nix, 2008, p47 Soft Fruit Yields – Raspberries 8 – 15 tonne/ hectare  
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Charlie’s Craft 

 

As the roundhouse is so clearly testament to, Charlie is a gifted craftsman. Timber from the 

woodland areas at Pwll Broga is harvested and turned into craft. A whole range of craft avenues has 

been explored including… 

 

 

 
 

      
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

    
 

Benches 

 

Made from on-site timber. 

 

The benches sell for between £280 and £320. 

 

Bespoke Furniture 

 

Made from on-site timber. 

 

The bespoke pieces sell for between £100 

and £400. Pieces include signwork and 

cabinets. 

Artwork                                                                                    Made from on-site timber. 

 

The bespoke pieces sell for between £100 and £300. Subjects include animals, wizards and 

mushrooms. 
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Marketing 

 

We tour local craft fairs throughout the season with a craft stall. This has been a tremendous success, 

and has, alongside our other marketing outlets, led to numerous one-off commissions. We have also 

been invited back to the National Botanic Garden of Wales for a specifically wood-themed show, with 

carvers, turners, axe-men from across Wales and the UK and tool makers and producers, chainsaw 

manufacturers (Stihl etc). 

 

We are developing a website for Charlie’s work which we expect to be up and running very shortly. 

This would be a space to share woodcraft ideas and skills, low impact building techniques and sharing 

knowledge of living lightly on the land.  Certainly our facebook pages have provided a high profile 

platform for our work25.  

 

We sell some craft through ‘The Snug’ in Carmarthen - it is an independent shop next to the market. 

We also have stock in the ‘Crafter's Cwtch’, Cardigan and are exploring a possible retail opportunity 

in Newcastle Emlyn for spring 2015.  Additional platforms for marketing and sales include the 

Lammas Community Hub and the Eco-shop (Cardigan) 

  

From the Western Telegraph, December 10th 2014: 

                                                 
25 It has received over 16,000 ‘likes’ 
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SEASONAL SPIRIT: Megan Williams of Roundhouse Crafts was chosen as the best-dressed 

stallholder. 

PICTURE: Gareth Davies Photography. 

 

 

  

Figures for 2014 

 

Copied from appendix ‘Charlie’s Woodwork Figures’: 

Aspect Income £ Expenditure £ Total volume of timber 

m3 

Craft sold at fairs (table 1) 3647.00 0 1.723527 

Commission Works (table 

2) 

687.00 0 0.34069 

The Snug sales (table 3) 230.00 0 0.1725 

Stall Hire Costs 0 472.50 0 

Transport Costs 0 231.60 0 

TOTAL 4564.00 704.1 2.236717 

 

 

Workshop variable and indirect costs: 

• Petrol (for chainsaw) £132.24,  

• £195.80 on various sanding pads,  

• £127.45 on chainsaw bar oil, chain maintenance and chain lubricant 

• £56 Stall Insurance 

• £50 tool depreciation/ misc 

 

Totaling: £561.49 
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Turnover = £4564.00 

Direct Costs = £704.1 

Workshop variable and indirect costs: £561.49 

 

Income = £3298.41 

 

 

Analysis of income 

 

Table 3: Analysis of 2014 income from Charlie’s craft 
Craft Quantity Turnover 

 £ 

Average cost per 

unit £ 

Owl ch.saw 29          £1515 £52 

Mushroom chainsaw carving 23          £455 £20 

Small owl ch.saw 11            £455 £41 

Hare ch.saw 2                £320 £160 

Hedgehog ch.saw 9              £180 £20 

Mushroom stool 5           £175 £35 

Christmas trees 15           £164 £11 

Kingfisher ch.saw 3               £150 £50 

Humming bird ch.saw 1                 £150 £150 

Mushroom lamps 2             £140 £70 

Bowls 2                £115 £58 

Flying owl ch.saw 1               £100 £100 

Eagle chainsaw carving 1                  £100 £100 

Red Kite ch.saw 1             £80 £80 

Platters 2               £75 £38 

Yin yang bowl 2                   £75 £38 

Log boxes 9          £74 £8 

Wizard head ch.saw 1                     £50 £50 

Kon Tiki ch.saw 1              £45 £45 

Stool 1 £40 £40 

Coasters 6           £36 £6 

Reindeer 3               £30 £10 

Double mushroom chainsaw 
carving 

1               £20 £20 

Tealight holders 3                  £12 £4 

Misc (spoons) 1               £8 £8 

 

Charlie has developed a series of animal totem templates, and these are clearly the best sellers in 

terms of volume of sales as well as income. Charlie will continue to work in this vein, seeking to 

evolve his designs and develop both small and large works.  

 

 

Workshop power 

The workshop provides a space for Charlie’s woodcraft. Hand tools are complimented by a range of 

electrical power tools. The woodworking tools consist of: Power file sander-400w, Chop saw- 1100W, 

Mouse sander-160W, Angle Grinder-800W, Mini grinder-710W, Circular saw-1400W, Belt sander-
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1010W. Currently these use approximately 345kWhrs/year26, and working hours are timed to 

coincide with our electricity production (sunny weather). 

 

A small amount of renewable electricity27 is occasionally exchanged with the grid to power specific 

processing tasks28. In the future a hydro will provide electricity for our land-based businesses, 

enabling us to be completely independent of the grid. This will free up Charlie to work on his 

woodcraft regardless of the weather conditions.  

 

 

Timber Sourcing 

 

The availability of on-site timber is recognised as a limiting factor in Charlie’s work. It is in recognition 

of this that plans for an additional 7150m2 of mixed woodland at Trecnwc are in place29. It will be 

approximately 12 years from planting before harvesting can begin. 

 

The holding does have approximately 5390m2 acres of mature woodland. The conifers (Sitka Spruce) 

in the lower field could, by virtue of their size, location and density, be reasonably assumed to fall 

somewhere between yield classes 8 and 12, producing an annual growth rate of between 8 and 12 

cubic meters per hectare per year. There is approximately 3339m2 woodland here producing 

between 2.6 and 4.0 cubic meters of timber per year. The strip of woodland to the North of the 

holding (estimated at 2051 m2) could be reasonably assumed to fall somewhere between yield 

classes 4 and 6, producing an annual growth rate of between 0.8 and 1.2 cubic meters timber per 

year. The woodland as a whole therefore produces between 3.4 and 5.2 cubic meters of timber a 

year. 

 

In addition the holding has over 500 running meters of mature hedgerow which are thinned by hand 

on a rotational basis (predominantly selecting out the ash, willow and sycamore), providing smaller 

diameter limbs for furniture work, producing approximately 1 cubic meter of timber a year. 

 

The Appendix ‘Pwll Broga – Charlie’s woodworking figures’ provides a detailed breakdown of the 

volume of timber required for craft production. In 2014 approximately 2.24 cubic meters of prepared 

timber was used to create woodcraft produce. This figure derives from the volume of original 

woodblock before carving/ planning/ sanding works commence. In addition to this figure an amount 

of timber waste is produced in processing the timber to produce blocks. A conservative estimate for 

this process is that there are 30% losses (by volume) in this process. These are minimised by utilising 

the ‘offcuts’ from the larger works for smaller craft items.   

 

In 2014 Charlie used approximately 3.2 cubic meters of raw timber for his craft. 

 

The intention is to harvest approximately 3.5 cubic meters each year through selective thinning, and 

after 12 – 24 months in storage (in the workshop), to turn this produce (in response to its diameter 

and potential) into an appropriate range of craft produce. 

 

 

                                                 
26 Based on power ratings of various woodcraft machines and time used (2014 figures). 
27 http://www.ecotricity.co.uk/our-green-energy/our-green-electricity 
28 As provided for in point 3.60 of the One Planet Development Practise Guidance, October 2012 
29 4000m2 in the Pwll Broga field and 3150m2 in Maes Gwaelod 
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Other Commissions 

 

Occasionally Charlie works on chainsaw carving inspirations and commissions using timber pieces 

sourced off-site. These works have not been included in the figures above, and it is expected that 

they will continue to be a side-line activity, complimenting the core task of adding value to the land-

based resources at Pwll Broga. 

 

 
Future Direction 

 

The intention is to expand Charlie’s woodworking income by 30% in the next two years and then 

stabilise production thereafter. We are expecting to do this using the same volume of timber that we 

are currently harvesting. We are imagining putting up our prices as Charlie’s skill and reputation 

improve. We are planning to shift our sales emphasis away from craft fairs and towards shop and 

internet sales – thus saving time and expense attending craft fairs. Internet sales will focus on 

promoting the higher value pieces of work. 

 

Table 4: Future Projections for Charlie’s woodwork 

 2014 (actual) 2015 (projected) 2016 (projected) 

Volume of raw timber 3.2 3.2 3.2 

Volume of prepared Timber 

(70%) 

2.24 2.24 2.24 

Turnover £4564.00 £5120 £5400 

Direct Costs £704.1 £610 £565 

Workshop variable costs and 

indirect costs 

£561.49 £590 £610 

Income £3298.41 £3920 £4225 

 

 

In reality the emerging pattern of productivity would evolve in response to market forces. 

Nonetheless the table gives an indication of the levels of income that we expect to be able to achieve 

in the next two years. 
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 Land Based Activity Conclusion 
 

There is sufficient resource base, sufficient skill, and a growing market for home grown food and craft 

such that the Pwll Broga household can meet its minimum income needs through land-based 

productivity. 

 

Table 5: Land-based income projections 

Income 2014 (actual) £ 2015 (projected) £ 2016 (projected) £ 

Solar feed in tariff30 719 719 719 

Hydro tariff31 0 0 696 

Fruit Desserts32 0 579.55 1184.16 

Charlie’s 

Woodcraft33 

3298.41 3920 4225 

TOTAL LAND 

BASED INCOME 

4017.41 5218.55 6824.16 

Minimum Income 

Requirement34 

3118 3088 3028 

 

 

Land Based Activity Criteria – Income  

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) The basic domestic needs of all households are met from income derived from produce 

grown and reared on the site, including processing and adding value, and other income 

streams derived from the productive and regenerative capacity of the site, such as from 

training and education courses, or consultancy directly linked to land based activities on the 

site. These latter activities should be clearly subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and 

rearing produce. 

o The household minimum income requirement is defined in table 2. The business plans 

describe how we are currently meeting this income requirement from Charlie’s woodcraft 

enterprise, and how other land-based income streams (including income from the 

regenerative solar capacity of the site) will compliment this arrangement in the future. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

b) The land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets, reducing local 

footprints.  

                                                 
30 See Chapter 6 for pv production figures. Point 3.28 of the One Planet Development Practice Guidance makes allowance 

for ‘other income’ derived from the regenerative capacity of the site. 
31 See Chapter 6 
32 See Business Plan – Fruit Desserts 
33 See table 4 
34 See table 2 
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o We currently supply local markets with woodcraft, and plan to begin supplying food to 

local markets in 2015 

 

c) Facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers.  

o We share the workshop space with Trecnwc – and other family members along with 

friends and neighbours use the workshop space (and tools) from time to time on a 

goodwill basis. We plan to utilise existing community processing facilities (certified 

kitchen) at the Lammas Community Hub for the fruit desserts.  

  

d) Training / courses / consultancy are offered as components of the land based enterprise to 

share best practice of One Planet Development. 

o As a result of our high profile internet presence we are often contacted about natural 

building and whilst we endeavour to provide information about our experiences we do not 

have plans to formally offer training/ courses/ consultancy at this stage, preferring instead 

to invest our energy in infrastructure. Once we feel we are ‘set-up’, then we will be much 

more inclined to explore generating income through educational activities. 

 
 

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Income  

 
Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That the minimum income needs of all occupants are met from income derived 

from land use activities on the site. 

Indicator: Annual household income and costs reporting. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain an updated table 2 which defines our 

minimum income needs. It will also contain basic accounts for our land-based enterprises 

along with an updated table 5 that summarises how we are meeting our minimum income 

requirement from land-based activity.  

 

o Target: That income derived from other land based enterprises such as training and 

education courses, or consultancy remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing 

and rearing produce. 

Indicator: Annual reporting on the total value of produce grown and reared on the site 

compared with income derived from other land based enterprises. 

 

 Method: An updated table 5 included in the annual monitoring report will detail the 

respective land-based income streams demonstrating that our ‘other’ land-based income 

streams remain subsidiary to the primary activity of growing and rearing produce. 

 

Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That the land based enterprise provides food and other products to local markets, 

reducing other local footprints. 

Indicator: Annual reporting of sale volumes and market areas by each on-site enterprise. 
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Method: The annual monitoring report will contain basic land-based business accounts 

(detailing sales volumes and market areas) that demonstrate that we are providing food 

and woodcraft to local markets. 

 

o Target: That facilities for processing produce are made available to other local producers 

Indicator: Annual reporting on use of processing facilities by others. 

 

Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of workshop use by family, 

friends and neighbours.  

 

o Target: That training / courses / consultancy, as components of the land based enterprise, 

share best practice in sustainable land based activities with the wider community. 

Indicator: Annual reporting on training and consultancy activities. 

 

Method: Our annual monitoring report will include details of any land-based enterprises 

that involve training/ courses/ consultancy. 

 

 

 

Objectives - Occupants 
 

The Pwll Broga holding has been designed by our family for our family. The inputs required to run the 

holding are based on what we can manage, and the outputs from the holding have been designed to 

support our family needs. Our objective is to maintain this balance between inputs and outputs such 

that we can continue to support ourselves from the land. 

 

 

Components - Occupants 
 

Pwll Broga is an independent holding in its own right. It does share some resources and areas with 

Trecnwc, and the relationship is best described as one of mutual benefit, coming quite naturally from 

a close-knit family. 

 

We are able to run the holding effectively without additional labour inputs. We have been able to 

fund the development (and will continue to do so) from savings. 

 

In 2014 the estimated hours worked on the holding were as below: 

 

Table 6a: Charlie’s land-based labour: 

Description Hours/ year 

Woodland Management (including cutting wood 

for woodcraft and fuel) 

155 

House maintenance/ development 90 

Land Management 208 

Horticulture 248 

Woodcraft Production (making all those works of 

art) 

416 

Woodcraft Marketing (including craft fairs) 72 
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Livestock 40 

Total 1229 

 

It is expected that by 2016 the Woodcraft Production and Marketing labour figures will increase by 

20%, and that there will be an additional 182 hours looking after the pigs, and an additional 240 – 

360 hours on developing and maintaining the holding (land management and horticulture). 

 

Table 6b: Megan’s land-based labour: 

Description Hours/ year 

House maintenance/ development 40 

Land Management 130 

Livestock 364 

Horticulture 248 

Website Management and land based admin 104 

Woodcraft Marketing (including craft fairs, 

deliveries to shops etc 

224 

Total 1110 

 

It is expected that by 2016 Meg will be putting in an extra 320 hours a year into the fruit desserts and 

182 hours a year into the goats.  

 

 

Land Based Activity Criteria – Occupants  

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) The number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to support their minimum 

food and income needs and the number of people needed to run the site effectively. 

o Currently we are two adults and one child and we are supporting our minimum food and 

income needs without additional labour inputs. We do not expect this to change. 

 

 

Land Based Activity Monitoring – Occupants  
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

 

o Target: That the number of occupants is directly related to the ability of the site to 

support their minimum food and income needs and the number of people needed to run 

the site effectively. 

Indicator: Annual reporting on number of occupants by household and their roles on site. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will detail the number of adults and dependents 

living at Pwll Broga and our respective roles within the holding. 
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5. Land Management 
 

 

Objectives 

 
Our approach to both lifestyle and land management is based on the recognition that human beings 

form an intrinsic part of a complex ecological web. We are privileged to be in a position to shape and 

influence the ecological patterns around us, and this brings with it a responsibility to steward the 

land that is in our care with awareness and right action. Our objective is to find a balance between 

meeting our human needs (food, fuel, shelter, water etc) and creating environmental benefit through 

improved soil, flora and fauna health and biodiversity.  

 

The layout plans for land management have been formulated following a period of observation and 

consideration. It is very important to us to work the land sensitively. Thus our decisions around land 

management have taken into consideration the natural ecologies and tendencies already present in 

the landscape.   

 

 

Components 

 
We have commissioned an Ecology Survey, which identifies all the features of conservation value and 

makes recommendations for improving the ecology across the holding. Towards that end we will:- 

 

• Manage the woodland areas sustainably by selective thinning and replacing/ replanting with 

native broadleaf trees from seedlings derived from site. 

• Conserve all existing hedgerows, managing them for their ecological value with thinning of 

species such as willow and ash, whilst allowing the mature trees to flourish. Hedgerows have 

been identified as the most important semi-natural habitat on the holding.  

• Plant an additional 7100m2 of mixed woodland by December 2016. 

• Erect Bat, Owl and bird boxes in line with the recommendations in the Ecology report by 

December 2016. 

• Continue to manage land inputs in order to maintain and balance nutrient levels. Currently 

we have an arrangement with a neighbouring farmer that in return for taking silage cuts from 

certain fields, these fields are sprayed with slurry and the vegetable garden(s) are supplied 

with large amounts of free cow manure. This practice will continue and we will also use some 

of this manure for the soft fruit and polytunnel growing in the Maes Gwaelod field. A crushed 

limestone dressing will be applied to the growing/ future grazing areas and the soil acidity will 

be monitored over time to ensure good productivity.  

 

Pwll Broga:  
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• Dwellinghouse: We have been careful to site our dwelling such that it is recessed into the 

landscape so that the structure blends into the local environment and is not visible from the 

wider landscape. We have commissioned a Visual Impact Assessment that affirms that we 

have managed to achieve this. 

 

• Pond: Currently the pond is a thriving wildlife habitat. Having established a good balance of 

plant and pond life we intend to introduce native brown trout into the pond. The pond is fed 

by various springs, land-drains and the overflow from the millpond at Tir Y Gafel. There is 

always a significant flow of water feeding the pond through the seasons. The pond is also up 

to 3m deep in some parts, meaning the fish will survive if the pond ever freezes. We will keep 

the stocking levels low partly to seek a good equilibrium with other wildlife, but also so we 

don’t have to supplement the fish with much additional food. Worms will be reared next to 

pond as an additional feed and also to provide worms casting for the garden. The fish will be 

purely for our own consumption. 

 

• Area around pond: We keep poultry here for eggs and meat, managing their stocking density 

to ensure there is a balance between their health and the health of their environment.  

 

• Poultry. These will also be rotated around the grazing area when the area around the pond 

needs a rest.  

 

• Orchard and Soft fruit 1: We are creating a soft fruit area to supplement that which is already 

grown in the vegetable garden. This will be predominantly for home consumption and will 

include summer and autumn raspberries, blackcurrants, rhubarb, gooseberries and 

jostaberries. The orchard area will recreate a semi-natural habitat that is in decline in this 
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area. It will include a range of fruit trees (apple, pear, plum, cherry) selected for their 

suitability to this area and climate. 

 

• Grazing area: A couple of nanny goats will be kept for milk production. Billy kids will be raised 

for meat and nanny kids sold on. These will be kept in cooperation with Trecnwc, and solely 

for home consumption. Their feed will be supplemented by SRC willow tips, and hay from 

Trecnwc in the winter. Their manure will provide an additional source of nutrients for our 

growing activities. 

 

• New woodland: This will be planted up using mainly native species from local provenance 

seed: Ash, oak, alder, hazel, wild cherry. Some timber species will also be planted like black 

locust, larch, western red cedar. The track on the southern boundary will ensure that the 

established hedgerow will continue to benefit from lateral light. The woodland will be thinned 

out after 12 years. Once established this area will also benefit from rotation with the 

chickens. 

 

 

Maes Gwaelod:  

 

 
 

• SRC: 6100m2 Bio mass Willow will be planted for fuel and will be coppiced on a 3 year 

rotation. The planting of short rotation coppice will create a semi-natural habitat 

feature that would have once formed an intrinsic part of traditional woodland 

management techniques. 

 

• Soft fruit 2 (approximately 1300 m2): This area will be predominantly used for the 

land-based businesses. It will include summer and autumn raspberries, blueberries, 
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gooseberries and cranberries. Lime will be used to increase the ph value of the soil for 

most varieties. Blueberries will be planted in the most acidic soil and mulched with 

pine needle from the spruce plantation.  

 

• Wild area: This will be left alone to encourage wild life and biodiversity. The areas next 

to the hedgerows will be monitored to ensure that canopy growth does not have any 

detrimental effect on the health of the hedgerow and if any such indication arises 

then localized thinning will take place. Once established it will also be available as a 

biomass/ timber resource. 

 

• Mushroom cultivation:  Shitake and Oyster mushrooms will be grown under the shade 

of the large oak tree. Hardwood logs will be inoculated with mushroom spawn dowels. 

Between 15/20 logs of 50cmx15-20cm diameter will be used. This will be done every 

4-5 years, as inoculated logs should produce a crop for up to 6 years. These will be 

grown solely for home consumption. 

 

• Broad leaf regeneration in spruce plantation:  The existing stand of Sitka spruce will be 

gradually thinned out. This wood will be used for crafts such as carvings and off cuts 

will be firewood. Some native broadleaf will be introduced, but mainly we will utilize 

seedlings from the existing ash, oak, hazel and holly trees to interplant, allowing the 

broadleaf woodland to regenerate in the long term.  

 

• Pigs:  An area will be set aside for pigs. Breeds such as Berkshire, Tamworths will be 

reared for home consumption.  We will purchase a couple of weaners at a time for 

rearing in pens. They will also be utilized for ground clearance (for example when 

planting trees), so will therefore be moved around as and when needed. Fodder crops 

will be planted between occupations for use as feed for pigs, goats or chickens. The 

pigs will be shared with Trecnwc. 

 

  

Maes Gwaelod poly tunnel: 

 
The new polytunnel will enable us to extend our out-of-season growing capabilities and to 

increase our production of plants that require covered protection to thrive.  

Five 1m wide beds in a north south direction to give optimum light, with taller plants growing 

on the northern side so as not to cast shade. 
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Coedwig: 
 

The woodland will be roughly split into 10 management blocks. We will then thin and coppice 

a block each year, giving a 10 year period for growth. The wood will predominantly be used 

for Charlie’s wood craft. Native deciduous trees will be planted to replace thinned out larch. 

 

 

Veg garden: 
 

Manure is being used to improve soil. Manure is received in exchange for silage taken from 

Maes Y Bryn from a local farmer. 

 

The shared vegetable patch is worked on a four year rotation. Crops include: 

 

� Potatoes 

� Carrots 

� Leeks 

� Swedes 

� Onions 

� Garlic 

� Brussel sprouts 

� Purple sprouting broccoli 

� Red cabbage 

� Sweetcorn 

� Celeriac 

� Parsnips 

� Beans - French, runner 

� Kale - curly, asparagus, Russian 

Crops will include -  

� Early soft fruits such as strawberries 

� Salad - variety of lettuces - devil’s tongue, jack 

ice.  Summer and winter purslane, mitzuna, 

rocket, claytonia. 

� Greens - swiss chard, rainbow chard, pak-choi, 

spinach 

� Herbs  

� Tomatoes 

� Cucumbers 

� Courgettes 

� Peppers 

� Winter sown carrots 

� Early beans and peas 

� Spring onions 
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� Herbs 

� Flowers 

 

 
Land Management Criteria 
 

Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) All existing semi-natural and other important habitats on the site are conserved and 

enhanced through appropriate traditional management. 

o We have identified all semi natural and important habitats on the site (the most 

notable being the hedgerows) and have an active management approach that 

conserves and enhances them (through occasional thinning in the case of the 

hedgerows). 

 

b) All cultural heritage features (e.g archaeology) on the site are conserved and enhanced 

through appropriate management. 

o There are no cultural heritage features on the site.  

 

c) The landscape of the site is enhanced by the addition and traditional management of 

characteristic or once characteristic local landscape features that, amongst other things, may 

be used to screen and filter views to built elements of the proposals and to provide shelter 

and screening to horticultural areas. 

o We will enhance the landscape character through the planting of additional deciduous 

woodland (characteristic to the Cwm Cedni valley) which will further enhance domestic 

and horticultural micro-climates.  

 

d) Buildings and other structures and access tracks are located where they can be recessed into 

the landscape and do not stand out in views from public vantage points. 

o The dwellinghouse has been sited into the landscape such that it is not visible in the 

wider landscape. There are other small mobile structures associated with the 

development (poultry housing, compost toilet) that have been similarly located. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

e) Existing semi-natural habitats are extended or once characteristic habitats are recreated, 

ideally creating wildlife corridors across the site, linking to other habitats beyond the site. 

o The SRC coppice area and the Orchard area will re-create semi-natural habitats. The 

woodland cover, characteristic of the Cwm Cedni valley, will be extended through new-

plant woodland and wild regeneration. 

 

f) Populations of once characteristic farmland birds of the local area are increased through 

appropriate habitat creation. 

o A wide variety of habitat will be created across the holding including short-rotation-

coppice, orchard, and wild regeneration. Anecdotal evidence from the Lammas 

Ecovillage next door suggests that this approach will lead to an increase in both 

numbers and diversity of birdlife. 
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g) Soil organic matter is increased. 

o The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in soil health and 

organic matter. Many of our approaches revolve around the practice of building 

organic matter (for example using mulches to suppress weeds and feed the soil in the 

garden) 

 

h) Populations of pollinating insects are increased. 

o The land management practices will naturally lead to an increase in insect numbers 

and diversity through habitat creation. 

 

Land Management Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That all existing semi-natural habitats are in favourable condition. 

Indicators: Spread of characteristic species of that habitat against an established baseline. 

Decline in non-characteristic / commercial agricultural species within each habitat (seek 

advice of Wildlife Trust). 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include a description of the health of the 

hedgerows across the holding which highlights the increase or decline of species as identified 

in the Ecology Survey 

 

 

o Target: That all identified cultural heritage features are maintained in good condition. 

Indicators: No cultivation or soil erosion over buried archaeological sites and historic 

earthworks. 

Scrub and trees removed over buried archaeological sites and historic earthworks. 

Above ground historic/ cultural features stabilised and scrub / trees removed. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will identify any newly discovered cultural heritage 

features and will describe a management regime that will maintain any such features in good 

condition.  

 

o Target: That there is an increase in the number and /or area or length of traditional 

characteristic landscape features and all are under appropriate traditional management. 

Indicators: Increase in the number / area / length of x landscape feature. Increase in the 

number / area / length of y landscape feature. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will report on the management of the woodland and 

will quantify the areas of new woodland planted.    

 

  
Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That (named) semi-natural habitat(s) are extended / created. 
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Indicators: Area of new habitat. 

Spread of characteristic species of that habitat. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will report on the creation and establishment of the 

Orchard and Short Rotation Coppice areas.  

 

o Target: That there is an increase in the population of farmland birds on the site. 

Indicator: Number of breeding farmland birds on the site against an established baseline 

 

Method: No baseline for the number of breeding farmland birds has been set. Should the 

opportunity arise for such a survey to be commissioned this will be recorded in the annual 

monitoring report.  

 

o Target: That there is an increase in the population of honey bees. 

Indicator: Number of active bee hives on site. 

 

Method: Our neighbour Melissa keeps bees and we support her by buying her honey and 

planting for biodiversity. We have no plans to keep our own honey bees. If we do change this 

we will record it in the annual monitoring report. 
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6a. Energy  

Please refer to ‘Sustainability statement’ for more information about energy. 

Energy Objectives 

 
With the exception of road vehicle fuel, some petrol for the chainsaw, a small amount of diesel for 

the tractor, and a small amount of bottled gas to supplement cooking in the summer, we supply all 

our own domestic energy needs from renewable sources on site. We are happy with a high degree of 

independence in this regard and plan to continue to develop the project to increase energy 

resilience. 

 

 

Energy Components 

• Domestic Heating and Cooking: 

The house has been designed to minimise energy use. The more surface area a building has, the 

higher the heat losses will be, and the more demand for space-heating energy. By using a round plan 

form the amount of living space is maximised relative to surface area.  

 

The straw bales in the walls and roof provide excellent thermal insulation and limit draughts (a 

typical straw bale wall has a U-value of 0.17 W/m²K – significantly better than the current 

requirement under Part L (2010) of the Building Regulations of 0.30 W/m²K).  

 

The house has been kept modest in scale, meaning that it takes very little energy to keep warm and 

maintain. South facing windows allow the suns heat in and the thermally massive floor stores this 

heat creating a very stable internal environment. 

 

Currently a wood boiler cooker supplies space heating, hot water and cooking provision for the 

dwellinghouse. It is a ‘La Nordica Thermo Rosa DSA Wood Boiler Cooker’, and we are able to meet 

our heating, hot water and cooking needs from this single appliance. It has a very high efficiency 

rating (80%) and a very low wood consumption rate. The appliance is surrounded by high thermal 

mass to capture heat and release it when needed. 
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We have also built a sheltered cob oven for outdoor cooking in the summer35. On wet summer days 

we supplement our cooking using LPG gas. 

The intention is to plant approximately 6100 square meters of short rotation coppice biomass willow 

in the lower field.  

 

Conventional yield estimates suggest that the first harvest should yield 25-30odt/ha (oven dried 

tonnes) and subsequent harvests 32 – 35 odt/ha36. However we will adopt a more organic approach 

to SRC than the convention. During the first 3 years we will harvest the crop annually to increase the 

robustness of the stools, and use an organic mulch to suppress the grass until the canopy is 

established. Thus we are estimating a yield of approximately 25 odt/ha for the first harvest and 32 

odt/ha thereafter. The expected harvest rates look thus: 

 

2015 0 Plant 0.3ha coppice area 

2016 0 Plant 0.3ha coppice area 

2017 1.0 odt First cut 0.2 ha, encouraging stool resilience, using heavy mulch to inhibit grass 

2018 2.0 odt Second cut 0.2ha, encouraging stool resilience, using heavy mulch to inhibit grass 

2019 3.0 odt Last cut of 0.2ha, encouraging stool resilience 

2020 1.2 odt Cut lower third – 0.2ha (1 years growth) 

2021 2.5 odt Cut mid third - 0.2ha (2 years growth) 

2022 5.0 odt Cut upper third – 0.2ha (3 years growth) 

2023 5.0 odt Cut lower third 0.2ha (3 years growth) 

2024 5.0 odt Cut mid third 0.2ha (3 years growth) 

2025 6.4 odt Cut upper third 0.2ha (3 years growth) 

2026 6.4 odt Cut mid third 0.2ha (3 years growth) 

 

 

                                                 
35 Along the lines of… http://suttoncommunityfarm.org.uk/farming-diary/building-our-cob-oven/ 
36 ’Farm Management Pocketbook’, 2008, John Nix, Imperial College London, p70 -71 
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The first harvest (2022 - 2025) will produce approximately 5.0 oven-dry-tonnes (ODT) of biomass 

fuel, rising to 6.4 ODT from the second harvest (2025) onwards. 

 

We conservatively estimate that we will require between 5 and 6 ODT of biomass fuel each year37. 

Once the SRC area is established it will meet our domestic heating/ cooking/ hot water needs 

entirely. In the meantime our needs can be supplemented by off-cuts from the Maes Gwaelod 

woodland, Coedwig woodland management and Hedgerow trimmings on the holding. In addition the 

new-plant mixed woodland will produce biomass fuel in the future.  

 

• Domestic electricity Generation: 

In 2011 the Trecnwc holding installed a 3.68kW solar array, which is connected to the mains.  

The roundhouse and workshop are connected, via Trecnwc, to the mains. Our service provider is 

Ecotricity, and our mains supply is sourced exclusively from renewables38. 

From mid August 2011 until end December 2014, the array produced 11211.2 kWhrs. On average to 

date it produces 3322kWhrs/ year. 

Under our farm tenancy agreement we are entitled to half of this electricity – 1661 kWhrs/year. 

  

The way that it works is that the electricity produced by the panels is used on site if there's a 

demand, and if not then it's fed back into the grid.  

 

The feed-in-tariff is 43.3p/ unit39, and we are also entitled to half of this under our farm tenancy 

agreement; the equivalent of £719 a year, though subject to some variation due to weather. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

The dwellinghouse uses electricity in the following areas: 

• electricity for heating system (pumps, fans etc): 130.0 kWh/year40 

• electricity for lighting: 443.5 kWh/year41 

• electricity for a fridge: 117kWh kWhr/ year42 

• electricity for charging laptops/ mobile phones/ stereos: 265 kWhrs/year43 
   
We also use the washing machine in the shed by the main Trecnwc farmhouse: 115.5 kWhrs/year44. 

                                                 
37 Previously we used between 3 and 4 tonnes of wood a year (when we had a woodburner/ boiler along with a LPG 

cooker)– and expect this to increase on account of the extra cooking load (which in truth would be mostly intercepting 

and utilising already available heat on route to provide space heating for the well insulated home). 
38 http://www.ecotricity.co.uk/our-green-energy/our-green-electricity  
39 This is based on the electricity we produce, regardless of whether this electricity is used on the holding or fed into the 

grid. 
40 SAP 2009 report 
41 based on 75% energy-efficient lighting, as detailed in the SAP report. An “energy-efficient light fitting” is defined for 

the Building Regs as one which will only take bulbs/lamps with a luminous efficiency greater than 40 lumens per circuit 

Watt. In terms of the calculations, if you’ve got efficient bulbs (e.g. compact fluorescent lamps) in an old-style fitting it’ll 

achieve the same result. 
42 Currys Essentials CUL55W12, annual energy consumption 117kWh. Here's a link to it on the Curry’s website - 

http://www.currys.co.uk/gbuk/household-appliances/refrigeration/fridges/essentials-cul55w12-undercounter-fridge-

white-12265408-pdt.html?srcid=3&cmpid=comp~Pricerunner~Household+Appliances~12265408#longDesc  
43 Based on estimates of usage multiplied by power ratings over time. 
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And a freezer in the workshop: approximately 235kWhr/ year45. 

 

Current total domestic consumption: 1306 kWhr/year 

 

 

 

• Land-based business electricity use 

 

Charlie currently uses an estimated 345 units of electricity per year for his woodcraft46. 

 

 

• Hydro 

 

We also plan to install a micro-hydro-turbine on the holding, which would further increase the 

holdings renewable electricity supply, and would empower us to be completely independent of the 

grid. We have been working with Jamie Ashe (Water Engineer and Hydro Installer) to determine the 

feasibility and potential of such a scheme. 

 

Currently there is a 4” concrete underground pipe that connects the south-eastern corner of the Pwll 

Broga field with the pond to the east of the roundhouse. At its head this pipe connects into the 

overflow from the Lammas Millpond and a healthy supply of water has flowed continuously since 

2009, though this reduces during the dry summer months. The flow rate varies from approximately 

10 to 20 litres/ second. The plan is to build a silt trap at the head of the pipe, and then intersect the 

pipe midfield, re-routing it to a small turbine house at the top of the pond adjacent to the Pwll Broga 

dwellinghouse. A valve system at the intersection would enable us to control the respective flow 

rates between the upper pond and the new hydro. This arrangement would give us approximately 12 

meters of water head.  

 

Initial investigation with Natural Resources Wales suggests there would not be any core issues with 

this arrangement. 

 

Using flow-rate figures supplied by Lammas (for the outflow from the Millpond) coupled with our 

own observations, conservative estimates47 suggest that we will be able to generate 400W from this 

arrangement without unduly impacting on the existing water courses (notably the upper pond). The 

model we have been researching is the Powerspout PLT (2) 48. This would generate an estimated 

2352 - 3216 kWhr electricity per year, bringing in a feed-in-tariff income of between £588 and £804. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
44 Based on 110 washes a year.  – average load per wash of 1.05kwhr. Washing Machine make and model: Bosch Avantixx 

7 vario perfect,     
45 Lec E100, Similar to http://www.lec.co.uk/products/freezers/chest-freezer/cf100l/  
46 See Business Plan for more detail on power tool usage 
47 For the most part we have based our figures on the outflow from the Lammas millpond – though in truth the potential 

supply is complimented by a range of other sources. We are basing our figures on harnessing 12 litres/ second for an 8 – 

11 month production window. This would allow for a 1 – 4 month rest period in the summer when the rainfall is lower 

(and photovoltaic production is high). This would coincide with any works undertaken by Lammas on their leat/ hydro/ 

millpond system. http://www.powerspout.com/assets/Published/public/PowerSpout-Model-Selection-Chart-Metric.pdf 
48 http://www.powerspout.com/specifications/ 
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A 220Ahr battery reserve will be incorporated into the hydro installation to balance any peaks in 

demand. 

 

 

Future Energy Projection 

 

We expect our future domestic consumption to increase by 32.2 kwhr/ year as a result of switching 

our water supply from the Ffynnon Deg spring to the borehole supply. 

Future total domestic consumption: 1338.2 kWhr/year 

 

We expect our future land-based business consumption to increase by 179 kWhr/ year as a result of 

a running a new freezer for the fruit desserts.  

Future land-based business consumption: 524 kWhr/year 

 

We expect our future electricity production to increase as a result of the hydro.  

Future renewable electricity production: 4013 - 4877 kWhr/year 

 

 

 

Energy Criteria 

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) The energy needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology, 

including that which enables re-use. 

o The energy needs of the dwellinghouse have been minimised though designing a highly 

insulated dwelling that maximises on passive solar gain, incorporates well placed thermal 

mass elements, and uses low energy appliances and light fittings. 

 

b) All of the energy needs of all activities shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site, 

with the exception of small amounts of non-renewable fuel for particular uses for which they 

are best  suited and justifiable (para 3.60). 

o We meet all our energy needs from renewables on the site wherever possible. We will 

continue to power domestic cooking predominantly from biomass grown on site. We will 

continue to meet our domestic heating requirements entirely from timber/ biomass grown 

on site. We will continue to meet all our domestic electricity needs from the renewable 

capacity of the holding (currently 50% of the solar array – to be supplemented by hydro). 

We do use small amounts of non-renewable fuel for cooking in summer months, chainsaw 

use and tractor use; these are all allowable under the policy. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

c) The embodied energy of renewable energy equipment should not outweigh its benefits from 

energy generation. 

o A  recent study by researchers from the Netherlands and the USA (Fthenakis, Kim and  

Alsema, 2008) 49 found that it takes 250kWh of electricity to produce 1m2 of crystalline 

                                                 
49 http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1021/es071763q 
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silicon PV panel. Under typical UK conditions, 1m2 of PV panel will produce around 

100kWh electricity per year, so it will take around 2.5 years to "pay back" the energy cost 

of the panel. PV panels have an expected life of at least 25-30 years 50, so under UK 

conditions a PV panel will, over its lifespan, produce many times more energy than was 

required to manufacture the panel.51 

d) Human and animal labour should replace the use of non-renewable energy whenever 

possible and practical. 

o The holding is predominantly run on human labour. We do use a tractor for heavy haulage 

tasks. We also utilise pigs as rotivators. 

 

Energy Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That all of the energy needs shall be met from sources of renewable energy on site. 

Indicators: Annual reporting on use of renewable energies generated on site (as percentage of 

energy needs).  

Annual reporting on use of all non-renewable fuels, recorded in terms of use (what for) and 

amount (quantity)  

Annual reporting on quantity of electricity exported to the grid and imported from the grid. 

(Note: all purchased energy will form part of the EFA making it necessary for energy use to be 

minimised) 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our energy usage and 

production patterns which details sources, methods and quantities. It will include figures for 

the amount of renewable electricity we generate (currently from solar – to be complimented 

by hydro in the future) as well as figures on the amount of electricity we consume both 

domestically and in our land-based businesses, (we will install an electricity meter to the 

electrical supply for the house to assist us with this) and data on the amount of biomass we 

consume as well as data on our use of non-renewable fuels.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                      
 
50 http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/pv/life-expectancy-solar-PV-panels 

 
51 http://info.cat.org.uk/questions/pv/what-energy-and-carbon-payback-time-pv-panels-uk 
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6b. Water 

Please refer to ‘Water consumption figures’ for more information about water. 

Objectives 

Having grown up drinking water from private supplies we really value living water that has not been 

chemically treated. We are happy to be self-sufficient in water and are grateful that our holding has 

provision for this. We value water, re-using it wherever it is practical to do so. 

 

 

Components 

• Water Use: 

Water use within the household is minimised as a matter of course. This is not something that is 

necessarily easy to quantify and qualify because it all comes down to lifestyle patterns. We are 

naturally conservative in our domestic water use – generally using showers instead of baths, washing 

up by hand, being prudent with the frequency with which we wash ourselves and our clothes, using a 

compost toilet instead of a flush toilet, etc. Whether this arises from an awareness of our 

relationship with the Ffynnon Deg spring or whether we were just brought up that way is not clear to 

us. The water consumption calculator (included in the appendices) considers how much water a 

household would consume with ‘normal’ behaviour patterns living in our house. Even if we were 

exhibiting normal water consumption patterns in our house we would be consuming an estimated 

70% of the average UK water consumption levels52. In reality we estimate that we use approximately 

180 litres per day53. 

Most of the rainwater from the roundhouse roof is channelled into the pond next to the house (with 

a small amount being channelled into the ditch behind the house). This will be used to water the new 

polytunnel in the Maes Gwaelod field (when it has a new cover) by running a water pipe from our 

pond through an existing service duct under the track down to the polytunnel. This will be gravity 

fed. 

The existing polytunnel is watered from 3 IBC water containers, which are located behind the shed 

nearest the tunnel. They collect the rainwater from the roof of the shed.  

The Pwll Broga dwellinghouse, along with Trecnwc farmhouse, Pont y Gafel farmhouse and the 

Lammas ecovillage development all benefit from the use of the Ffynnon-Deg spring which is situated 

approximately 500 meters North, above the development. The spring has been in use for many 

hundreds of years and is currently managed by Mrs Burke of Pont y Gafel farm. It is gravity fed and 

does not require filtering or UV treatment to meet drinking water standards. 

                                                 
52 The average person in the UK uses 150 litres of water per day 

(http://www.waterwise.org.uk/data/resources/25/Water_factsheet_2012.pdf). The household water consumption 

calculator estimates that a person living in our house with normal consumption patterns would be using 101 – 106litres 

per person per day (depending on the formula adopted). 
53 This is an estimate of our total domestic consumption and it includes our washing machine use. 
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Pwll Broga also benefits from a borehole (shared with the Trecnwc farmhouse). Tests in 2013 

indicate the borehole is 43m deep and yields approximately 13.6 l/m (19584l/day). A 0.37kW pump 

would be required to lift the water, and a 30W UV filter would be required to ensure the water met 

drinking quality standards.  

We, along with Trecnwc, are currently considering developing the borehole in the summer of 2015. 

The quote and specification for the installation of the necessary infrastructure is included below. 

Given the vast quantities of underground water available (estimated at 19584 litres per day) it would 

be reasonable to presume that we would have a negligible impact on groundwater levels54.  If our 

household were to switch from the Ffynnon Deg spring to the borehole, this would add an additional 

32kWhrs of electricity to our household domestic load55. 

   

 

Water Criteria 

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) The water needs of the site will be minimised through suitable design and use of technology, 

including that which enables re-use. 

                                                 
54 Our household would be utilising less than 1% of the estimated available water volume for 13 minutes each day 

55 We use an estimated 180 litres/ day (65, 700litres/ year). The 400w pump would supply approximately 816 litres per 

hour, and would need to run for 13.2 minutes per day (81 hours/ year) – using an estimated 32.2kWhrs/ year. 
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o Water usage patterns are being minimised at Pwll Broga primarily by our own behaviour 

patterns, enabled by an infrastructure design approach that supports the cultivation of the 

awareness of the value of clean water and the need for responsible water use. An example 

of this is our compost toilet, which enables us to transform human solid waste through 

aerobic processes (rather than the more conventional water-intensive anaerobic methods) 

resulting in massive water savings. Conventionally toilets use about 30% of the total water 

used in an average household56.  

 

b) Rainwater harvesting from buildings and structures must be maximised. 

o Our existing (shared) polytunnel uses harvested rainwater. The polytunnel we are currently 

renovating (in the Maes Gwaelod field) will use harvested rainwater. Our animals all drink 

from harvested rainwater. There are no other water-based activities on site appropriate 

for rainwater harvesting systems57 

 

c) All of the water needs of all activities should be met from water available on site, unless there 

is a more environmentally sustainable alternative. Abstraction from water bodies (including 

groundwater sources) must be at levels that do not cause environmental harm. Harm would 

result from the lowering of surface and ground water levels. 

o All our water needs are currently supplied by the Ffynnon Deg spring which issues into the 

Cwm Cedni valley to the north of Trecnwc. We are considering replacing this source with 

the borehole on site. Neither source would result in any appreciable drop in ground water 

levels. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

d) Any water pumping should be renewably powered. 

o There is a small amount of water pumping in the house, which is currently powered by the 

photovoltaic array (soon to be complimented by the hydro). If the borehole is developed 

any pumping will be powered either by the pv array or by the planned hydro. 

 

e) Any ponds / lakes created should maximise habitat creation and should not destroy important 

existing habitats. 

o The Ecology Report (included in the appendix) identifies the pond as a feature of 

conservation value, and it considers the improved pasture, which it replaced, to be of low 

ecological interest. 

 

 

Water Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That all water needs are met from water available on site (unless there is a more 

sustainable alternative). 

                                                 
56 http://www.waterwise.org.uk/pages/indoors.html 

 
57 The harvesting of rainwater for domestic use would require a considerable amount of water storage infrastructure as 

well as filter and UV treatment facilities. 
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Indicators: Annual reporting on use of water sources (amount used from each source), 

including that harvested from site and that abstracted from water bodies (surface and ground 

water). Annual reporting on ground and surface water levels (reported on monthly basis). 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our water usage, 

abstraction and harvesting patterns which details sources, methods and quantities. It will also 

report on ground and water surface levels. 
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7.  Waste 

Objectives 
 

The shift away from a conventional consumer-based lifestyle towards a low-impact, land-based 

resilience includes a complete change in attitude towards waste. We prefer to think of waste as 

resource flows – inputs and outputs – as part of a cyclic holistic awareness of our role here on Earth 

and from that perspective any waste is not only a missed opportunity – but is also passes on the 

burden of responsibility to integrate/ resolve/ assimilate whatever we are discarding/ rejecting onto 

someone/ something else. We aim to minimise all waste.  

 

 

Components 

• Domestic Food Waste: 

All domestic food waste is composted on the holding. 

• Grey Water and Human Waste 

We have built an above-ground composting toilet. 

Our grey water (kitchen sink, bathroom sink and bath) passes through a septic tank before filtering 

through a reed-bed bank and then returning to earth. Because there is no human waste in this 

discharge it is relatively inert. Natural Resources Wales have issued us with a water discharge 

exemption certificate for the septic tank. 

• Packaging and Paper: 

Where possible we avoid buying anything with extra packaging. We reuse plastic tubs and glass jars 

as much as possible. All remaining plastic is recycled. All paper and card is burnt or composted. All 

metal is recycled. This practice will continue. 

• Green Waste from Growing food and Timber: 

Any food waste is fed to the animals or composted. This practice will continue. 

• Live Stock Manure: 

All live stock manure is composted and returned to the land. This practice will continue. 

 

Waste Criteria 
 

Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) All biodegradable waste produced on site is assimilated on site in environmentally sustainable 

ways. 
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o All our organic waste is composted on the holding. 

 

b) The only exception to this is occasional off-site disposal of small nonbiodegradable amounts 

of waste, which cannot be assimilated on site which arise from things used on site wearing 

out or breaking irreparably. 

o As a result of living in today’s society we do produce a small amount of nonbiodegradable 

waste that cannot be recycled - mostly arising from packaging. We recycle everything we 

are able to, making regular use of the local civic amenity recycling centre at Hermon.  

 

c) All waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment Agency guidelines. 

o We are careful to manage our organic waste with health and safety in mind and we 

comply with all Environment Agency guidelines. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

d) The re-use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and productivity so 

long as this is not at the expense of important semi-natural habitats dependent on low soil 

fertility. 

o We do not have any semi-natural habitats dependent on low soil fertility, and use our 

organic waste to improve soil health and depth in our gardens, fruit growing areas, 

orchards and woodland areas. 

 

 

Waste Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That all biodegradable waste produced on site will be assimilated on site in 

environmentally sustainable ways. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our on-site 

biodegradable waste assimilation processes.  

 

o Target: The only exception to this is occasional off-site disposal of small amounts of non-

biodegradable waste items which cannot be assimilated on site that arise from things 

used on site wearing out or breaking irreparably. 

Indicators: Annual reporting on quantity of all waste production by types of waste and 

sources - domestic and other (specified). Annual reporting on quantity of on site waste 

assimilation and offsite waste disposal. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will also contain a breakdown of the types and 

quantities of waste we produce.   

 

o Target: That all waste handling and assimilation on site must comply with Environment 

Agency guidelines. 

Indicator: Annual statement of compliance with Environment Agency guidelines. 
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Method: The annual monitoring report will include an annual statement of compliance 

with Environment Agency (Natural Resources Wales) guidelines.   

 

Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That the re-use of organic waste on site should increase overall site fertility and 

productivity, so long as this is not at the expense of important seminatural habitats 

dependent on low soil fertility. 

Indicator: Addressed in annual reporting of on-site waste assimilation (see above) 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will contain a description of our on-site 

biodegradable waste assimilation processes. 
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8. Zero Carbon Buildings 

 
Objectives 
 

One of our primary objectives when building the dwellinghouse was to construct something that had 

minimal environmental impact and we believe that we were able to meet this objective by using a 

combination of local, natural materials and recycled materials, put together in such a way that the 

structure is able to offer very high environmental performance levels. 

 

 

Components 
 

Please refer to the accompanying documents produced by Sureline Design services Ltd: 

• Sustainability Statement  

• CfSH Materials Assessment 

 

Zero Carbon in Construction. 

 

From the Practice Guidance: 

 
Referring to the CfSH Materials assessment, and acknowledging the difficulty in using a conventional 

building performance assessment for an unconventional building, the five building elements can be 

considered to achieve the following ratings: 

o roofs (green roof): A+ 

o external walls: A+ 

o internal walls: A+ 

o floors: C 

o windows: A+ 

 

3.85 This guidance as a whole assesses the sustainability of One Planet 
Developments in the round, and therefore the construction of One Planet 
Development buildings in the open countryside is only required to meet the 
standards of CSH in respect of Category 3 – Materials. The five elements of the 
building covered by Category 3 are: 
 
� roofs (in OPD these often take 'low tech' approaches to construction) 
� external walls 
� internal walls 
� floors 
� windows 
 
3.86 For an OPD home at least four of these elements should achieve a rating of 
A+ or A6, using either recognised published ratings or clearly demonstrating 
similar attributes for materials without a recognised published rating. The use of 
renewable natural materials for the main elements of One Planet Development, 
including insulation, should be prioritised. 
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From the practice guidance: 

 
 

Referring again to the CfSH Materials assessment along with the Sustainability Statement, we have 

demonstrated that whilst the materials used for these building elements do not fall into the 

conventional assessments for sustainability, they have all been responsibly sourced.  

 

Recycled materials used in the dwellinghouse construction include recycled glazing units, slate damp 

proof course, celotex insulation in the floor, kitchen sink, tiles in the bathroom, and Ty Nant water 

bottles in the walls. 

 

 

Zero Carbon in Use 

 

There is currently no definition of ‘Zero Carbon in Use’ from the Welsh Government. Nonetheless we 

have demonstrated that the dwellinghouse performs to very high environmental standards. 

 

Referring to the Sustainability Statement: 

 

SAP calculations show that the Dwelling Emission Rate (DER) for this house is remarkably low. 

In fact, more energy is generated on site than is used to run the house. Net emissions are -3.39 

kgCO2/m² (kilos of carbon dioxide emitted per square metre of floor area per year). This 

negative result indicates that enough clean energy is fed back into the grid to displace some 

carbon-intensive electricity generated in power stations. In an average year, despite energy 

used to keep the house warmed, lit and supplied with hot water, this house will take 243 kilos 

of carbon out of the atmosphere rather than adding to emissions. 

 

Now, compare those emission figures with a typical new house built to the Code for 

Sustainable Homes, Building Regulations et al. Emissions per m² are generally much, much 

higher – perhaps 20 to 25 kg CO2/m². Total yearly emissions might be 2,500 kilos of CO2 for a 

modest house. This in itself is an improvement over most of our existing housing stock as a 

typical house might emit 50 kg CO2/m² per year. To put it another way, for every year my 

clients live in their roundhouse instead of a more “conventional” house, there are three to four 

tonnes less CO2 in the atmosphere. 

3.87 In addition, the CSH requirement for 80% of the assessed materials in 
these building elements and for finishing elements to be responsibly sourced must 
be met, and 100% of any timber must be legally sourced. Again, where any of the 
materials used for One Planet Development do not have published assessments it 
must be demonstrated that they have similar attributes. 
 
3.88 It may be that the materials used by One Planet Developments, and the 
ways in which they are used, are relatively unusual. In these cases the onus is 
with One Planet developers to demonstrate that these materials have similar (or 
better) attributes to those covered by Category 3. Materials such as timber and 
minerals sourced and processed on site, and re-used materials are examples of 
such less commonly used low impact materials. Where the use of materials is 
particularly novel or unusual it will also be necessary to demonstrate that their 
proposed use is practical and achievable. 
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Building Regulations 

 

The only structure eligible for building regulations is the dwellinghouse, and this is the subject of a 

building regulations application. 

 

 

 

Zero Carbon Buildings Criteria 

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) Domestic and ancillary buildings will be 'zero carbon' in construction and use as explained in 

this guidance and using the up to date Welsh definition of zero carbon. 

o We have provided evidence as to how the dwellinghouse is zero carbon in construction and 

use. 

 

b) Proposals will identify which structures require Building Regulations approval and that this 

approval is obtained either before or during construction. 

o The dwellinghouse is the subject of a Building Regulations application (registered in March 

2012). It is also worth noting that it was constructed and occupied before the publication 

of the OPD practice guidance. 

 

c) All structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of removal with low 

environmental impact. 

o The dwellinghouse, being built predominantly from natural materials, could easily be 

dismantled with the natural materials being composted, and the non-biodegradable 

materials being recycled.  

 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

d) The construction of buildings should make as much use of recycled materials as possible so 

long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the essential criteria. 

o Recycled materials include recycled glazing units, slate damp proof course, celotex 

insulation in the floor, kitchen sink, tiles in the bathroom, and Ty Nant water bottles in the 

walls. We have used these materials without compromising our ability to satisfy the 

essential criteria. 

 

e) Existing buildings are re-used where this would have an overall lower environmental impact 

than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in landscape or heritage terms, but 

provided that they are not unsightly or have a negative impact on the surrounding landscape. 

o There are no appropriate buildings available for re-use on the holding. Trecnwc does have 

some ancillary outbuildings; these are generally concrete block buildings of no heritage 

value, and are currently in use as barns. 
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Zero Carbon Buildings Monitoring 

 
Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That domestic and ancillary buildings are zero carbon in construction and use. 

Indicators: Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring Building 

Regulations approval in construction as described in this guidance 

Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all buildings requiring Building Regulations 

approval in use as described in this guidance 

 

Method: Evidence of our dwellinghouse achieving ‘zero carbon in construction and use’ has 

been supplied in this management plan. 

 

o Target: That structures requiring Building Regulations approval obtain this approval. 

Indicators: All structures requiring Building Regulations approval are identified in the 

proposals. 

This approval is obtained either before or during construction. 

 

Method: The dwellinghouse requires Building Regulations approval and is the subject of a 

Building Regulations application. The annual monitoring report will provide updates on this. 

 

o Target: That all structures identified for removal in the Exit Strategy are capable of 

removal with low environmental impact. 

Indicators: Specification of how each structure identified for removal in the Exit Strategy is 

capable of removal with low environmental impact. 

 

Method: A specification has been included in the exit strategy section of this management 

plan. 

 

 

Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That the construction of structures should make as much use of recycled materials 

as possible so long as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the essential criteria. 

Indicator: Detailed summary of use of recycled materials in construction of structures. 

 

Method: A summary of the recycled elements of the dwellinghouse is included in this 

management plan 

 

o Target: That existing buildings are re-used where this would have an overall lower 

environmental impact than new buildings, or where they are of particular value in 

landscape or heritage terms, but provided that they are not unsightly or have a negative 

impact due to their siting 

Indicator: Explanatory statement on the re-use of any existing buildings. 

 

Method: An explanatory statement on the re-use of any existing buildings has been provided 

in this management plan 
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9.  Community Impact Assessment. 
 

Objectives 
 

We are an intrinsic and beneficial part of the local community. We have had a positive impact on the 

wider community, as our petition testifies. 

 

 

Components 
 

Table 7a: Positive impacts 

 

Aspect Details 

Maintaining family 

bonds 

The presence of the roundhouse as a neighbouring dwelling enables 

the extended family that lives at Trecnwc to remain together.  

 

Embedded into the 

fabric of the local 

community 

Charlie has lived at Trecnwc all his life. Megan is from the area. We 

are completely embedded into the social fabric of the local 

community. It is these bonds of friendship and association that hold 

local communities together. 

Contributing to the 

Lammas ecovillage 

project next door 

Charlie and Megan have welcomed the neighbouring ecovillage and 

have contributed to its development in many ways – including 

working on the Community Hub, and participating in Lammas 

courses. 

 

Contributing to a low-

carbon land-based 

economy 

The roundhouse forms part of a local network of individuals and 

groups working towards creating a supportive environmental base 

and a resilient local economy for future generations. 

Exemplary one-planet 

lifestyle 

We are amongst a tiny minority of people demonstrating a one-

planet footprint.  

An inspiring dwelling 

that raises awareness of 

environmental issues 

The roundhouse is already an international icon for what can be 

achieved with natural building. It is an inspiration for many, with over 

100,000 people signing a petition to support it. 
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Table 7b: Negative impacts:  

 

Aspect Details 

Creation of a dwelling in 

the open countryside 

The development represents another dwelling in a rural location 

which, from the perspective of a centralised society, could be 

considered to have negative impacts in terms of resource and service 

provision. The mitigating factors are that the inhabitants’ lifestyles 

are being predominantly sustained from the landbase, are 

demonstrating a one planet lifestyle, and are resulting in supplies of 

craft and food that would otherwise be absent. 

Visual impact of a new 

dwelling 

Measures have been taken to embed the dwelling into the landscape 

so that it does not have an adverse visual impact. These include 

careful location, use of a green roof and the planting of trees and 

shrubs as additional visual screening. 

 

 

Community Impact Criteria 

 
Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

a) There is a thorough assessment of all impacts of the proposals on neighbouring communities. 

One Planet Development in the open countryside should not impact negatively on 

neighbouring communities. 

o An assessment of all impacts of the project is provided above. It demonstrates that the 

project does not impact negatively on the local community. 

 

b) Any negative impacts are mitigated. 

o The negative impacts are mitigated by the measures described above. 

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

c) OPD children attend local schools and residents support local groups, clubs and events. 

o Eli attends the Nant y Cwm school in Llanycefn, and will probably attend the local primary 

school in Efailwen. We are very active locally, supporting the Glandwr community shop, 

the Lammas Ecovillage, along with a range of local activities and events (including craft 

fairs). 

 

d) There are open days, permissive footpaths and other access, as well as the hosting of local 

events on-site. 

o We regularly participate in Lammas courses – offering guided tours of our house and plot. 

There are informal footpaths that cross our land that are used by our neighbours. In time 

we would like to host local events on site (open garden days, AmnesTea).   

 

e) Residents shop locally and use other local businesses. 

o We shop locally and support other local businesses and initiatives. Examples of this include 

our choice of local suppliers for building materials and food.   
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f) Residents sell food and other produce locally. 

o We sell Charlie’s woodcraft locally and will sell Megan’s fruit desserts locally. See business 

plans for more detail. 

 

 

 

Community Impact Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That community impacts are thoroughly assessed and there are measures in place 

to mitigate any negative impacts. 

Indicators: Annual monitoring of community impacts. 

Implementation of mitigation measures to address any negative impacts. 

 

Method: Our annual monitoring report will contain updated tables (7a and 7b) assessing both 

positive and negative community impacts, along with any mitigating measures for negative 

impacts.  

 

 

Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That all positive community impacts are fostered and recorded. 

Indicator: All positive community impacts are fostered and recorded. 

 

Method: As outlined above, our annual monitoring report will record positive community 

impacts. We naturally foster these.   
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10. Transport Assessment and Travel Plan. 

 
Objectives 
 

We do not travel very much – being largely content with our lives at Pwll Broga. We do not expect 

this to change. 

 

Components 

Survey of existing travel options in area: 

 

• Existing Footpaths 

 

There are no footpaths that intersect the site. The nearest footpath runs through Pont y Gafel 

to Glandwr in one direction and to Hermon in the other direction. 

 

Hermon is about 1.25 miles walk. (25 minutes) 

 

Crymych is about 2.5 miles walk. (50 minutes) 

 

The “Preseli Circle” walking route passes through Crymych. 

 

 

• Cycling 

 

 

Sustrans Route 47 goes through Crymych. It is the Fishguard/ Cardigan route. 

 

To cycle to Hermon would take an estimated 15 minutes. 

 

To cycle to Crymych would take an estimated 25 minutes. 

 

To cycle to the nearest railway station (Clunderwen) would take an estimated 40 minutes. 

 

 

• Existing Bus services 

 

Buses from Glandwr 

 

Every Wednesday 

 

Glandwr to Carmarthen (via villages and Clynderwen Train station) 223 

 

Glandwr Clynderwen Carmarthen 

8.45 9.15 10.15 
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Carmarthen Clynderwen Glandwr 

13.40 14.40 15.10 

   

 

Buses from Hermon 

 

Monday to Saturday inclusive 

 

Crymych to Narberth 430 

 

Crymych Hermon Clunderwen Narberth 

09.58 

12.58 

15.58 

10.03 

13.03 

16.03 

10.21 

13.21 

16.21 

10.31 

13.31 

16.31 

    

Narberth Clunderwen Hermon Crymych 

10.35 

13.35 

16.35 

10.45 

13.45 

16.45 

11.03 

14.03 

17.03 

11.08 

14.08 

17.08 

    

 

 

Buses from Crymych 

 

Fridays 

 

Crymych to Haverfordwest (via villages and Clarbeston Road train station) 432 

 

Crymych Clarbeston Road Haverfordwest 

9.15 9.53 10.05 

   

Haverfordwest Clarbeston Road Crymych 

14.00 14.12 14.50 

   

 

 

Also available is the Celtic Green Dragon Community Bus Service (dial up) 

 

Tuesdays and Saturdays (1st May – 29th September) 

 

Crymych to Newport 

 

Crymych Newport 

9.30 

11.45 

15.15 

10.00 

13.10 

16.50 
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Newport Crymych 

10.05 

17.00 

11.22 

18.22 

  

 

 

Existing Train Services 

 

Monday to Saturday 

 

Haverfordwest Clunderwen Carmarthen 

6.20 

7.20 

9.25 

11.25 

13.25 

15.25 

17.25 

19.25 

21.25 

23.30 

6.33 

7.33 

9.38 

11.38 

13.38 

15.38 

17.38 

19.38 

21.48 

23.47* 

7.00 

7.59 

10.1 

12.01 

14.01 

16.01 

18.01 

20.01 

22.16 

00.18 

   

Carmarthen Clunderwen Haverfordwest 

4.55 

6.05 

7.44 

9.52 

11.52 

13.52 

15.52 

17.55 

19.52 

22.04 

5.18 

6.26 

8.06 

10.20 

12.20 

14.13 

16.22* 

18.20 

20.22 

22.25 

5.40 

6.41 

8.22 

10.35 

12.36 

14.28 

16.37 

18.35 

20.37 

22.40 

   

*Slightly different on a Saturday 

 

Sunday Service 

 

Haverfordwest Clunderwen Carmarthen 

13.20 

15.24 

17.24 

19.30 

21.35 

13.33 

15.37 

17.38 

19.46 

21.51 

14.01 

16.00 

18.02 

20.13 

22.16 

   

Carmarthen Clunderwen Haverfordwest 

12.05 

14.09 

12.31 

14.32 

12.47 

14.48 
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16.05 

18.09 

-------- 

22.06 

16.28 

18.31 

20.28 

22.29 

16.44 

18.47 

20.45 

22.45 

   

 

 

As a family we make every effort to minimise our vehicle use. In addition to meeting as many of our 

needs as we can from the locality (i.e. walking distance), we naturally share lifts and tasks with other 

family members.  

 

We own and run one small efficient car, Hyundai Getz 1.3: 53 plate (2003), and expect to continue to 

do this. It runs at approximately 16.1 km/l. 

 

 

Domestic vehicle travel patterns  

 

Weekly journeys:  

 

Monday – return trip to Newport for Megan’s singing practice.  This is shared with another 

member of the group who travels from Efailwen.   

A round trip of 32 miles twice a month = 64 miles a month. (768 miles/ year, 52 trips /year)  

 

Thursday - return trip to Cardigan for swimming with Eli combined with shopping.   

A round trip of 24 miles every week = 96 miles a month. (1152 miles/year, 104 trips /year) 

 

Friday – return trip to Nant y Cwm School for parent group with Eli.  This is shared with 

Charlie’s sister Holly and our nephew Caleb who also attend the parent group.   

A round trip of 16 miles twice a month = 32 miles a month.  This trip is also combined with 

meeting Megan’s mum on the return journey to drop Eli off for childcare purposes.   

- return trip to Crymych to pick Eli up from Megan’s mum.  A round trip of 8 miles = 32 miles a 

month.  

(768 miles/year, 52 trips /year) 

 

Monthly journeys 

Monthly visit to Megan’s step grandma in Newcastle Emlyn - 32 mile round trip = 384 miles a 

year. (24 trips /year) 

 

Bi annual journeys 

 

Family visits – once a year (usually Christmas, as we share a car with Charlie’s parents) we 

combine a car trip of visiting Charlie’s family in Bristol with visiting Megan’s dad and 

stepmother in Newport, Gwent.  This is a round trip of 264 miles. 

Once a year we do the same journey by train.  This involves us driving to Clunderwen train 

station, a one-way trip of 8 miles and then catching the train to Bristol. 

(280 miles/ year by car, 250 miles by train, 4 trips /year) 

 

Annual journeys 
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Malvern – once a year return trip to Malvern to visit a friend, this is a round trip of 316 miles. 

(2 trips /year) 

 

Misc 

Irregular journeys in the first half of 2014 when both Megan’s grandma and great aunty were 

ill to Withybush hospital and Llanelli hospital – totalling approximately 650 miles 

Irregular domestic journeys not accounted for above (random trips to beach/ gigs etc) – 

totalling approximately 300 miles/ year (26 trips /year) 

 

Our total domestic travel in 2014 amounted to approximately 4882 miles by car58, and 250 miles by 

train, making approximately 238 vehicle trips.  

 

 

Land-based business vehicle travel patterns 

 

Monthly journeys:  

Return trip to Carmarthen for delivering stock to The Snug.  A round trip of 36 miles once a 

month.  432 miles a year (24 trips /year) 

 

Irregular journeys: 

For craft fairs - As detailed in Charlie’s woodworking figures. Totalling 772 miles (43 trips) in 

2014  

 

Our total land-based business related travel in 2014 amounted to approximately 1204 miles by car59.  

 

 

Car use 2014 

 

Domestic use: 4882miles, Business use: 1204miles. The car cost a total of £2024 to run in 2014, 

which amounts to 28 pence/ mile. It was also borrowed occasionally by other family members, who 

contributed 30pence/ mile towards its running costs.  

 

Table 8: 2014 Car costs 

                                                 
58 7323 kilometers, using approximately 455 litres fuel and costing approximately £614 in fuel 
59 1806 kilometers, using approximately 112 litres fuel and costing approximately £151 in fuel 

Annual car costs 

2014 

Domestic Business Other Sub-total 

Mileage 4882 1204 1110 7196 

Proportion % 68 17 15  

     

Fuel £ 614 151 93 858 

Purchase £ 170 43 37 250 

Maintenance/ 

Services £ 

253 63 56 372 
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Projected vehicle journeys (2016)  
 

As with existing vehicle journeys with the following changes: 

 

Domestic vehicle travel patterns  

 

Irregular journeys to the hospital to visit family members have ceased now. (650 miles less) 

Eli will most likely go to Ysgol Beca in Efailwen, where his cousin Josh goes and where his cousin 

Caleb will probably go, so we would share lifts with Charlie’s sister Holly and her husband Rob.  It is 

five miles to Efailwen so that is 20 miles a day for taking and collecting, which equals 100 miles a 

week. With 39 weeks in school a year that equals 3900 miles a year which would be split between us 

and Holly and Rob so 1950 miles extra a year car travel. 

 

Our total domestic travel in 2016 is projected to amount to approximately 6182 miles by car, and 250 

miles by train.  

 

 

Land-based business vehicle travel patterns 

 

The Crafter’s Cwtch, Cardigan – delivering stock to the shop will be combined with Megan and Eli’s 

shopping and swimming trip on a Thursday. 

 

Newcastle Emlyn – delivering stock will be combined with visiting Megan’s grandmother.   

 

Additional fortnightly trips to Newport market – A round trip of 32 miles twice a month = 64 miles a 

month. (768 miles/year) 

 

Our land-based business related travel in 2016 is projected to amount to approximately 1972 miles 

by car.  

 
 

Table 9: Projected 2016 Car costs 

Tax and Insurance £ 370 92 82 544 

Total cost £ 1407 349 268 2024 

Annual car costs 

2016 

Domestic Business Other Sub-total 

Mileage 6182 1972 1110 9264 

Proportion % 67 21 12  

     

Fuel £ 778 248 140 1166 
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There are also occasional visits from friends and family. 

 

Comparative figures 

 

As a household: 

o In 2014 we made approximately 238 domestic vehicle trips and travelled 4882 miles by 

car 

o In 2014 we made approximately 67 land-based business vehicle trips and travelled 1204 

miles by car 

o In 2016 we expect to make approximately 407 domestic vehicle trips and travel 6182 

miles by car 

o In 2016 we expect to make approximately 80 land-based business vehicle trips and 

travelled 1972 miles by car 

 

 

In terms of comparative statistics;  

o In rural English areas60 the average distance travelled by private car is 8599 miles per 

person per year61, with an average household comprising of 2.3 people62.  

o The average rural household owns 1.67 vehicles63. 

o The average person living in a rural location makes 822 (return) journeys by private 

vehicle per year.64 

 

 

Commitment 

 

As a household we will undertake to generate no more than 945 vehicle trips for domestic and land-

based business activities per year. This amounts to a quarter of the expected vehicle generation for 

an average rural household (3,781 trips per year).  

 

                                                 
60 These statistics are not available for Wales 
61 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence  Table 

NTS9904 
62 http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/rel/census/2011-census/population-estimates-by-five-year-age-bands--and-household-

estimates--for-local-authorities-in-the-united-kingdom/stb-population-and-household-estimates-for-the-united-kingdom-

march-2011.html  
63 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence Table 

NTS9902 
64 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts99-travel-by-region-and-area-type-of-residence Table 

NTS9903 

Purchase £ 168 52 30 250 

Maintenance/ 

Services £ 

249 78 45 372 

Tax and Insurance £ 365 114 65 544 

Total cost £ 1560 492 280 2332 
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As a household we will undertake to travel no more than 9889 miles by private vehicle for domestic 

and land-based business activities per year. This amounts to a half of the expected vehicle generation 

for an average rural household (19,778 miles per year).  

 

 

Transport Assessment and Travel Plan Criteria 
 

Essential criteria 

The essential criteria are that: 

55 

a) The management plan must be accompanied by a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan 

(which may be combined). 

o A (combined) Transport Assessment and Travel Plan is included in the management plan 

 

b) Overall the development should achieve a significant reduction in transport impacts from all 

activities on site (residents, enterprises and visitors) in comparison to what would be the 

'norm' for such activities. 

o Between us we travelled 6086 miles by private vehicle in 201465; this is approximately 70% 

of what would be the average for one person travelling by private vehicle living in a rural 

location. We have provided other comparative statistics in our management plan. We are 

making clear commitments that demonstrate a significant reduction in transport impacts 

in comparison to the ‘norm’. 

 

c) There should be detailed monitoring of all trips to and from the site in terms of purposes, 

distances, modes, and any transport sharing. 

o All vehicle trips to and from the site are monitored.  

 

Contributory criteria 

The contributory criteria are that: 

d) The use of low and zero carbon modes of transport should be maximised. 

o We walk whenever it is practical to do so – this often involves healthy distances. 

 

e) On site vehicle numbers should be controlled and vehicle pools used for One Planet 

Developments of more than one household. 

o We own and run one vehicle and share this with other members of the family. 

 

f) Connections between the site and local suppliers and customers for goods and services 

requiring travel, should be maximised opposed to those at a greater distance. 

o As can be evidenced with both our building materials supplies and our craft outlets we 

always prefer to operate as close to home as is possible. 

 

g) Visitor travel should be the subject of proactive management to reduce transport impacts. 

o Most of our social activities take place within the locality, and just as we walk to most 

social events, most of our visitors travel to us on foot.   

 

 

                                                 
65 This includes domestic and business activities 
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Transport Assessment and Travel Plan Monitoring 
 

Monitoring: Essential criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the essential criteria are: 

o Target: That there is a significant reduction in transport impacts from all activities on site 

in comparison with 'typical' levels for the number of occupants and activities on site. 

Indicators: Annual monitoring of all trips to and from the site by purpose, distance, mode, 

and any transport sharing. Annual assessment of the transport impact of the site against 

the Transport Assessment Strategy and Travel Plan. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include a breakdown of all vehicle trips to and 

from the site by purpose, distance, mode, and any transport sharing. It will review our 

travel impact against the commitments we have made in this management plan 

 

 

Monitoring: Contributory criteria 

The targets and indicators for monitoring the contributory criteria are: 

o Target: That there is maximisation of use of low and zero carbon modes of travel. 

Indicator: Annual monitoring of use of low and zero carbon modes of transport (part of 

annual monitoring of all trips). 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include information about low/ zero carbon 

modes of travel 

 

o Target: That there is a reduction in on-site vehicles through the use of vehicle pools. 

Indicator: Annual monitoring of vehicle numbers and use of vehicle pools. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include details of vehicle numbers and any car-

sharing 

 

o Target: That there is maximum use of local suppliers and customers over those from a 

greater distance 

Indicator: Annual monitoring of local suppliers and customers. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include a description of outlets for Charlie’s 

woodcraft and Meg’s fruit puddings, as well as details on any other regular suppliers  

 

 

o Target: That there is pro-active management of visitor travel. 

Indicator: Annual monitoring of visitor travel. 

 

Method: The annual monitoring report will include an appraisal of the manner in which 

visitors travel to Pwll Broga.   
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11. Ecological Footprint Assessment 

 

Our EFA calculator spreadsheet is included as an appendix. We have made every effort to be as 

accurate as we can with our EFA data, basing the column 2 information on 2014 spend, travel and 

fuel information.   

 

It estimates our current Ecological Footprints as 1.34gHa/capita.  

 

A one-planet footprint is considered to be 1.88 gHa/cap. 

 

This implies that it would be possible for everyone on the planet to live a lifestyle like ours 

without compromising the earth’s ecological integrity. 

 

 

The National average is 5.4 gHa/cap. 

 

This implies that if everyone in the world lived like the average Welsh person, we would need 

the resources from 3 planets to sustain us.  

 

 

We are indeed already living a one-planet footprint and that there is every reasonable expectation 

that this will continue into the future. 

 

 

Notes from EFA calculator spreadsheet: 
4. Our proportion of the photovoltaic array generation. 

5. Proposed hydro electricity generation included here. 

11. Renewable energy installation costs - £300 a year on first habitation (£4500/ 15 years) plus hydro installation (£2700/ 

15 years). 

12. £12,000 to build house (spread over 30 years)  

22. Distance travelled is shown to increase as a result of Eli reaching school age.  

24. Tractor use. 

27. Note that the pig feed costs of £140 are accounted for in box 44 

31. Note that the veg growing costs are accounted for in boxes 39 - 42 

32. Note that the goat feed costs of £92 are accounted for in box 44. 

40. Lime/ ground limestone. 

43. Referring to Practice Guidance – Using the One Planet Development Ecological Footprint Calculator 

Size of plot – 15765 m2 
House and curtilage: 1706 m2 

50% Vegetable Garden: 1492m2 

Pwll Broga field (not including new-plant woodland): 2106 m2 

Coedwig: 2051 m2 

Maes Gwaelod (SRC + pig area + polytunnel area + mushroom cultivation area): 8410m2 

44. Animal feed – Poultry food not accounted for here as covered through casual sales of eggs. 
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Other Footprints 
 

Whilst the EFA analysis that has been undertaken is very comprehensive some elements of the 

project do not fall within its remit. These have been identified as: 

 

 

Negative influences 

 

1. Social visitors 

The ecological impacts of friends and family visiting are small and are also very difficult to 

quantify. For the most part these will centre on the travel implications of such visits. Needless to 

say the majority of social visits are from local friends and most of these arrive on foot. Some do 

arrive by car and these often tie in with practical exchanges/ tasks. There are also occasional 

visits from family members who live further afield.  

 

2. Transport impacts associated with business activities 

Projected transport impacts for the ‘Fruit desserts’ business have been in part included in the 

year 5 household ecological footprint (because they double up as family social visits). Transport 

impacts for the business will amount to an additional 768 miles per year. 

Transport impacts for ‘Charlie’s craftwork’ have not been included in the EFA and need to be 

recognised as an additional factor. During 2014 this amounted to 1204 miles.  

 

3. Transport and Resource impacts associated with Charlie’s craft commissions using timber 

sourced elsewhere.  

Occasionally Charlie works on chainsaw carving inspirations and commissions using timber pieces 

sourced off-site. These activities will have small transport and resource impacts and whilst it is 

very difficult to quantify these works, they would certainly be very small in impact – the timber 

being sourced locally and the production activities being low-impact in nature. Nonetheless as a 

precautionary measure we have included them as a negative influence.  

 

4. Relationship with National Grid 

At the moment we generate more electrical power than we consume, and whilst we endeavour 

to time our electrical activities to coincide with our power generation activities, we do use the 

National Grid as a power reserve. It is very difficult to quantify the extent of this and a ballpark 

estimate would be something in the region of 20 to 40% (332 – 664 electrical units). When the 

hydro is installed then we expect this to drop to less than 10% (166 units). 

 

Positive influences 

 

5. Food, craft supplied locally (including fuel for transport).  

By 2016 the project expects to generate an estimated £5,409 of low-carbon produce for the local 

economy. Given that the vast majority of food and craft in our society undergoes energy 

intensive industrial processes and travels thousands of miles, this represents a massive energy 

and pollution saving.  

 

6. The inspirational and promotional impact that the project has generated. 

The project aspires to have a beneficial impact on the wider community, promoting both the 

concepts and the practicality of low-impact living. The potential impact of this in the wider 
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community is impossible to quantify. It is possible to state that given the Welsh Governments 

aspirations towards a sustainable society (PPW, Chapter 4), this is an important task. 

The project has been positively featured on National news programs66, local newspapers67, 

National newspapers68, magazines69, online films and articles70, and has become an icon of the 

Natural Building/ Sustainability movement. As of summer 2014 over 100,000 people signed a 

petition supporting Pwll Broga71: 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
66 Including BBC Wales news, ITV Wales news, S4C news 
67 Western Telegraph, Tivyside Advertiser, Carmarthen Journal 
68 Including The Daily Mail, The Independent, The Observer. 
69 Pembrokeshire Life, Pembrokeshire Best, Country Smallholding, Self build and Design 
70 http://livinginthefuture.org/episodes/45-charlies-house.php, http://naturalhomes.org/charlieshouse.htm 
71 https://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/pembrokeshire-county-council-and-the-welsh-assembly-grant-retrospective-

planning-permission-to-charlie-and-meg-s-roundhouse 

 

Petitioning Pembrokeshire County Council and the Welsh Assembly:  

Grant retrospective planning permission to Charlie and Meg's 

roundhouse 

We have built a home on private land in the area that we both grew up in. It is built out of low impact, natural and recycled 

materials. In building the house we have not caused any negative effects on the surrounding area or its population, we have 

simply created shelter as is our human right. We understand that the planning system is there for a reason, however we feel that 

big steps need to be taken in order to make low impact living more achievable and accessible to the population. Our application 

contains a One Planet Development management plan which sets out our plans for living lightly on the land. This management 

plan follows One Planet Development Practical Guidance Technical Advice Note 6 dated October 2012 guidelines set out by 

the Welsh Assembly and therefore our home is in accordance with these targets. 
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12. Phasing, Monitoring and Exit Strategy 
 

Phasing 

 
We have already achieved the ecological footprint targets, the income and the food productivity 

targets. 

 

By the end of year 5 (2016) we will:- 

• Have planted 6100 m2 short rotation coppice biomass  

• Have planted an additional 7100m2 of mixed woodland  

• Have installed the new micro-hydro turbine  

 

 

Monitoring 
 

An annual monitoring report will consider the project’s progress against the objectives contained in 

this management plan. It will include: 

• An EFA progress report: a short commentary on changes made since the previous year that are 

likely to impact upon the EF of the households and other footprints. 

• An updated EFA calculation in year 5. 

• A revised/ updated management plan in year 5 and every fifth year thereafter. 

 

As well as the following:- 
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Target Indicator 
 

Table 10: Monitoring Detail 
 

Target Indicator  Method 

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

The minimum food needs (at least 65%) of all 

occupants are met from produce grown and reared 

on the site or purchased using income derived from 

other products grown and reared on the site 

(a) Annual reporting of food production consumed 

by household. 

(b) Annual reporting of spend on other food. 

The annual monitoring report will provide an 

updated table 1, detailing the food we produce 

from the land and the food we purchase. 
 

The minimum income needs of all occupants are 

met from income derived from land use activities 

on the site. 

(a) Annual household income and 

costs reporting 
The annual monitoring report will contain an 

updated table 2 which defines our minimum 

income needs. It will also contain basic 

accounts for our land-based enterprises along 

with an updated table 5 that summarises how 

we are meeting our minimum income 

requirement from land-based activity.  
 

Income derived from other land-based enterprises, 

such as training and education courses or 

consultancy, remain subsidiary to the primary 

activity of growing and rearing produce. 

(a) Annual reporting on the total value of produce 

grown and reared on the site compared with 

income derived from other land-based enterprises. 

An updated table 5 included in the annual 

monitoring report will detail the respective 

land-based income streams demonstrating that 

our ‘other’ land-based income streams remain 

subsidiary to the primary activity of growing 

and rearing produce.  

The number of occupants is directly related to the 

ability of the site to support their minimum food 

and income needs and the number of people 

needed to run the site effectively. 

(a) Annual reporting on number of occupants by 

household and their roles on site. 

  

The annual monitoring report will detail the 

number of adults and dependents living at Pwll 

Broga and our respective roles within the 

holding. 

LAND BASED ACTIVITY: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

The land based enterprise provides food and other 

products to local markets, reducing other local 

footprints. 

(a) Annual reporting of sale volumes and market 

areas by each on-site enterprise. 

 

The annual monitoring report will contain basic 

land-based business accounts (detailing sales 

volumes and market areas) that demonstrate 

that we are providing food and woodcraft to 
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local markets. 

Facilities for processing produce are made available 

to other local producers. 

a) Annual reporting on use of processing facilities 

by others. 
Our annual monitoring report will include 

details of workshop use by family, friends and 

neighbours. 

Training / courses / consultancy, as components of 

the land based enterprise, share best practice in 

sustainable land based activities with the wider 

community. 

(a) Annual reporting on training and consultancy 

activities. 

 

Our annual monitoring report will include 

details of any land-based enterprises that 

involve training/ courses/ consultancy. 

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

All existing semi-natural habitats are in favourable 

condition. 

(a) Spread of characteristic species of that habitat 

against an established baseline. 

(b) Decline in non-characteristic / commercial 

agricultural species within each habitat (seek 

advice of Wildlife Trust). 

The annual monitoring report will include a 

description of the health of the hedgerows 

across the holding which highlights the 

increase or decline of species as identified in 

the Ecology Survey.  
 

All identified cultural heritage features are 

maintained in good condition. 

(a) No cultivation or soil erosion over buried 

archaeological sites and historic earthworks. 

(b) Scrub and trees removed over buried 

archaeological sites and historic earthworks. 

(c) Above ground historic/ cultural features 

stabilised and scrub / trees removed. 

The annual monitoring report will identify any 

newly discovered cultural heritage features and 

will describe a management regime that will 

maintain any such features in good condition.  
 

There is an increase in the number / area / length 

of traditional characteristic landscape features and 

all are under appropriate traditional management. 

(a) Increase in the number / area / length of x 

landscape feature. 

(b) Increase in the number / area / length of y 

landscape feature. 

The annual monitoring report will report on the 

management of the woodland and will quantify 

the areas of new woodland planted.    
 

LAND MANAGEMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

(Named) semi-natural habitat(s) is/are extended / 

created. 

(a) Area of new habitat. 

(b) Spread of characteristic species of that habitat. 
The annual monitoring report will report on the 

creation and establishment of the Orchard and 

Short Rotation Coppice areas. 

There is an increase in the population of farmland 

birds on the site. 

(a) Number of breeding farmland birds on the site 

against an established baseline. 
No baseline for the number of breeding 

farmland birds has been set. Should the 

opportunity arise for such a survey to be 

commissioned this will be recorded in the 
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annual monitoring report.  
 

There is an increase in the population of honey 

bees. 

(a) Number of active bee hives on site. Our neighbour Melissa keeps bees and we 

support her by buying her honey and planting 

for biodiversity. We have no plans to keep our 

own honey bees. If we do change this we will 

record it in the annual monitoring report. 

 
ENERGY AND WATER: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

All of the energy needs shall be met from sources 

of renewable energy on site. 

a) Annual reporting on use of renewable energy 

generated on-site (as percentage of energy needs). 

b) Annual reporting on use of all nonrenewable 

fuels (included grid connected electricity), recorded 

in terms of use (what for) and amount (quantity). 

c) Annual reporting on quantity of electricity 

exported to the grid and imported from the grid. 

The annual monitoring report will contain a 

description of our energy usage and production 

patterns which details sources, methods and 

quantities. It will include figures for the amount 

of renewable electricity we generate (currently 

from solar – to be complimented by hydro in 

the future) as well as figures on the amount of 

electricity we consume both domestically and 

in our land-based businesses, (we will install an 

electricity meter to the electrical supply for the 

house to assist us with this) and data on the 

amount of biomass we consume as well as 

data on our use of non-renewable fuels.  

All water needs are met from water available on-

site (unless there is a more sustainable alternative). 

a) Annual reporting on use of water sources 

(amount used from each source), including 

abstraction from water bodies (surface and ground 

water).  

b) Annual reporting on ground and surface water 

levels (reported every month). 

The annual monitoring report will contain a 

description of our water usage, abstraction and 

harvesting patterns which details sources, 

methods and quantities. It will also report on 

ground and water surface levels. 
 

WASTE: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

All biodegradable waste produced on site will be 

assimilated on site in environmentally sustainable 

ways.  

Only exception to above is occasional off-site 

a) Annual reporting on quantity of all waste 

production by types of waste and sources - 

domestic and other (specified). 

b) Annual reporting on quantity of onsite waste 

The annual monitoring report will contain a 

description of our on-site biodegradable waste 

assimilation processes. 
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disposal of small amounts of non-biodegradable 

waste items which cannot be assimilated on site 

that arise from things used on site wearing out or 

breaking irreparably. 

assimilation and off-site waste disposal. The annual monitoring report will also contain 

a breakdown of the types and quantities of 

waste we produce.   

All waste handling and assimilation on site must 

comply with Environment Agency guidelines. 

a) Annual statement of compliance with 

Environment Agency guidelines. 
The annual monitoring report will include an 

annual statement of compliance with 

Environment Agency (Natural Resources Wales) 

guidelines.   

WASTE: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

The re-use of organic waste on site should increase 

overall site fertility and productivity, so long as this 

is not at the expense of important semi-natural 

habitats dependent on low soil fertility 

a) Addressed in annual reporting of onsite  

waste assimilation (see above). 

 

The annual monitoring report will contain a 

description of our on-site biodegradable waste 

assimilation processes. 

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

That domestic and ancillary buildings are zero 

carbon in construction and use. 

a) Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all 

buildings requiring Building Regulations in 

construction, as described in this guidance. 

b) Achievement of zero carbon assessment for all 

buildings requiring Building Regulations in use, as 

described in this guidance. 

Evidence of our dwellinghouse achieving ‘zero 

carbon in construction and use’ has been 

supplied in this management plan. 

All structures requiring building regulations 

approval obtain this approval. 

a) All structures requiring building regulations 

approval are identified in the proposals 

b) This approval is obtained either before or during 

construction. 

The dwellinghouse requires Building 

Regulations approval and is the subject of a 

Building Regulations application. The annual 

monitoring report will provide updates. 

All structures identified for removal in the Exit 

Strategy are capable of removal with low 

environmental impact. 

a) Specification of how each structure identified for 

removal in the Exit Strategy is capable of removal 

with low environmental impact. 

A specification has been included in the exit 

strategy section of this management plan. 
 

ZERO CARBON BUILDINGS: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

The construction of structures should make as 

much use of recycled materials as possible so long 

as this does not affect their ability to satisfy the 

essential criteria. 

a) Detailed summary of use of recycled materials in 

construction of structures. 
A summary of the recycled elements of the 

dwellinghouse is included in this management 

plan 

Existing buildings are re-used where this would 

have an overall lower environmental impact than 

a) Explanatory statement on the re-use of any 

existing buildings. 
An explanatory statement on the re-use of any 

existing buildings has been provided in this 
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new buildings, or where they are of particular value 

in landscape or heritage terms, but provided that 

they are not unsightly or have a negative impact 

due to their siting. 

management plan 
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA 

Community impacts are thoroughly assessed and 

there are measures in place to mitigate any 

negative impacts. 

a) Annual monitoring of community impacts. 

b) Implementation of mitigation measures to 

address any negative impacts. 

Our annual monitoring report will contain 

updated tables (7a and 7b) assessing both 

positive and negative community impacts, 

along with any mitigating measures for 

negative impacts.  

COMMUNITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

All positive community impacts are fostered and 

recorded. 

a) All positive community impacts are fostered and 

recorded. 
As outlined above, our annual monitoring 

report will record positive community impacts. 

We naturally foster these.   

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING ESSENTIAL CRITERIA  

There is a significant reduction in transport impacts 

from all activities on site in comparison with 

'typical' levels for the number of occupants and 

activities on site. 

a) Annual monitoring of all trips to and from the 

site by purpose, distance, mode, and any transport 

sharing. 

b) Annual assessment of the transport impact of 

the site against the Transport Assessment Strategy 

and Travel Plan. 

The annual monitoring report will include a 

breakdown of all vehicle trips to and from the 

site by purpose, distance, mode, and any 

transport sharing. It will review our travel 

impact against the commitments we have 

made in this management plan 

TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT AND TRAVEL PLAN: MONITORING CONTRIBUTORY CRITERIA 

There is maximisation of use of low and zero 

carbon modes of travel. 

a) Annual monitoring of use of low and zero carbon 

modes of transport (part of annual monitoring of 

all trips). 

The annual monitoring report will include 

information about low/ zero carbon modes of 

travel 
 

There is a reduction in on-site vehicles through the 

use of vehicle pools. 

a) Annual monitoring of vehicle numbers and use 

of vehicle pools. 
The annual monitoring report will include 

details of vehicle numbers and any car-sharing 

There is maximum use of local suppliers and 

customers over those from a greater distance. 

a) Annual monitoring of local suppliers and 

customers. 
The annual monitoring report will include a 

description of outlets for Charlie’s woodcraft 

and Meg’s Fruit Puddings, as well as details on 

any other regular suppliers  

There is pro-active management of visitor travel. a) Annual monitoring of visitor travel. The annual monitoring report will include an 
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appraisal of the manner in which visitors travel 

to Pwll Broga.   
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Exit Strategy 
 

Should the project fail to achieve one or more of the essential characteristics of OPD (as set out in 

section 1.9 of the practice guidance – copied below), then the Pwll Broga roundhouse will be 

dismantled and removed. This will not be a difficult task since it has been built predominantly from 

natural materials (which would be left on site to compost). Non-biodegradable materials will all be 

offered either for re-sale or free on Freecycle.  

 

Worse-case-scenario dismantling process (specification): 

 

• The internal furnishings would be redistributed.  

• The turf from the roof would be set aside for spreading on the site at the end of the removal 

process.  

• The EPDM membrane would be recycled.  

• The straw and lime render would be composted.  

• The timberwork would be composted or cut up for firewood.  

• The glazing units and doors would be recycled.  

• The floor would be broken up to remove the plumbing and other services.  

• The site would be naturalised. 

 

 

Essential characteristics of One Planet Development in the open 
Countryside 
 
1.9 TAN 6, reflecting Planning Policy Wales, lays out a set of essential 
Characteristics that all One Planet Developments in the open countryside must 
have. These are that One Planet Developments must: 
� Have a light touch on the environment – positively enhancing the environment 
where ever possible through activities on the site. 
� Be land based – the development must provide for the minimum needs of 
residents in terms of food, income, energy and waste assimilation in no more 
than five years. 
� Have a low ecological footprint – the development must have an initial 
ecological footprint of 2.4 global hectares per person or less with a clear 
potential to move to 1.88 global hectares per person over time – these are the 
Ecological Footprint Analysis benchmarks for all One Planet Development 
(para 2.11). 
� Have very low carbon buildings – these are stringent requirements, requiring 
that buildings are low in carbon in both construction and use. 
� Be defined and controlled by a binding management plan which is reviewed 
and updated every five years. 
� Be bound by a clear statement that the development will be the sole residence 
for the proposed occupants. 
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13. Section 106 Undertaking 

 
In addition to this management plan we intend to offer a s106 unilateral undertaking to the Council 

that would secure the following obligations: 

 

• Tie to the land 

The occupation of the dwelling shall be limited to residents solely or mainly working or last working 

on land currently forming part of the Trecnwc holding in horticulture/ permaculture/ forestry/ 

woodcraft and associated activities and to any resident dependents. 

 

• Sole Residence 

The dwelling will be the sole residence of the residents. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

14. Declaration of competency 

 
This management plan has been compiled with the assistance of Tao Paul Wimbush, and draws upon 

expertise from a wide range of professionals. 

 

Tao Paul Wimbush has played a key role in lobbying for and influencing the formation of both local 

and national low-impact planning policies72 and works as a planning consultant specialising in One 

Planet Development. He has provided planning support for every planning appeal, and most planning 

applications that have fallen within these policies to date73.  

 

 

 

                                                 
72 Pembs JUDP SPG for Policy 52, TAN6 – One planet development, One planet development practice guidance. 
73 Including Tony Wrench’s Roundhouse at Brithdir Mawr (PCNPA), Coedwig Blaen (PCC), John Hargraves (PCNPA), Tom O 

Kane (PCNPA), Lammas (PCC), Tom O Kane (PCNPA), Cornerwood (CCC), Dan and Sarah Moody (CCC), Rob and Ruth Smith 

(PCC), Bryn yr Blodau (PCC), Gardd y Gafel (PCC) 


